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ABSTRACT 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN APTAMER BASED LATERAL FLOW TEST STRIP FOR 

A DIABETES BIOMARKER 

KL MOABELO 

MSc. Thesis, Department of Biotechnology, University of the Western Cape 

Diabetes mellitus is one of the major chronic diseases that poses a significant risk to human 

health globally. Current diagnostics for diabetes are based on blood glucose measurements, 

which can go unnoticed for years. As such, there is an urgent need for diagnosis of diabetes at 

the point-of-care (PoC), and in low-income settings. Recent developments in the field of 

nanotechnology, and the use of aptamers show great promise in developing sensitive and 

disease-specific assays. Aptamers have high specificity, selectivity, low molecular weight, 

nontoxicity, non-immunogenicity, and are easy to produce. The aim of the study was to 

characterize and identify dual aptamers for the development of an aptamer-based PoC 

diagnostic kit for diabetes. 

Retinol binding protein 4 (RBP4) and its binding aptamers were identified through in silico 

approach. The secondary structures of the selected retinol binding aptamers (RBA) were 

predicted by M-fold and Quadruplex forming G-Rich Sequences mapper. Binding affinity of 

aptamers to the biomarker was characterized by Surface Plasmon Resonance(SPR), 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) and Enzyme-Linked Aptamer Assay (ELAA) 

and the aptamer pairs were evaluated by sandwich-based SPR and ELAA. Gold nanoparticles 

(AuNPs) were synthesized using the Turkevich method, and characterized by UV-visible 

(UV-vis) spectrophotometry, Zetasizer and Transmission Electron Microscopy. One aptamer 

was conjugated to AuNPs and the conjugate was characterized by UV-Vis, Zetasizer, Qubit 

assay and gel electrophoresis. The apt-AuNPs were used in the preparation of the lateral flow 

test strips and a colorimetric aptasensor for the detection of RBP4.  

RBP4 and four Retinol binding aptamers (RBA’s) were selected for this study. The aptamers 

shared conserved motifs that might play an ancillary role in binding. A small stem loop in the 

nucleuotide sequence -TAGTAAGTGCAA- at 62-73 nts was present for all predicted 

structures. Furthermore, RBA-1 and RBA-3 shared a conserved motif of -GTTG- at base 44-

47, whereas, RBA-1 and RBA-2 shared a motif of -AGGGG- at base 26-32. Kinetic studies 
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revealed that all selected aptamers showed binding to RBP4, with dissociation constants in 

the nanomolar (nM) and picomolar range and that RBA-2 and RBA-1 bound to RBP4 at 

different sites. The AuNPs had a hydrodynamic size of 14 nm, a polydispersity index of 

0.216 and a zeta potential of -30.31 mV. RBA-2 was chosen as a capture probe hence it was 

conjugated to AuNPs. Apt-AuNPs showed efficient conjugation at 50 µM. The development 

of the lateral flow test strip was unsuccessful and this could be attributed to desorption of the 

protein on the nitrocellulose membrane or insufficient protein concentration used. However, a 

colorimetric aptasensor for the detection of RBP4 was successful with a detection limit of 

45.32 nM. 

This study demonstrated the feasibility of developing an aptamer based LFA for the detection 

of novel RBP4. Therefore, further optimizations on different types of membranes, buffers, pH 

and target concentrations are needed in order to obtain better resolutions and intensity on the 

test strips. Moreover, the study demonstrated the successful development of a simple yet 

effective colorimetric assay for RBP4 detection using one aptamer and AuNPs. 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is one of the major chronic diseases that pose a significant risk to 

human health (Xiao et al., 2014). If it is poorly managed or undiagnosed, it can lead to a state 

of persistent hyperglycaemia that may results in complications such as retinopathy, 

neuropathy, blindness and cardiovascular diseases (World Health Organization (WHO), 

2016). As such, patients with diabetes often have a reduced life expectancy and poor quality 

of life. Difficulties in treating this disease in its advanced stages intensely recommend 

preventative measures through quick and reliable diagnostics (Sharma et al., 2015). 

Consequently, a particular focus on early detection will increase the treatment efficiency and 

encourages patients to make lifestyle modification; hence, increasing the survival rate of the 

patient (DiMatteo et al., 2002; Willet and Liebel, 2002).  

Diabetes requires frequent glucose measuring and most commercially available diagnostic 

tests for diabetes are invasive, painful and may cause discomfort and discourage patients to 

go for regular check-ups. This often results in diabetes progression, eventually leading to 

irreversible complications; thus, contributing to high mortality rates (Panchbhai, 2012; Panda 

et al., 2012). In recent years, proteomic analysis of plasma and serum for the identification 

and characterization of differentially expressed biomarkers have shown potential for 

diagnosis of various communicable and non-communicable diseases (such as diabetes, cancer 

and etc.). However, the technique is labour intensive and invasive (Al-Tarawneh et al., 2011).  

In addition, proper diagnosis and early detection of diabetes and its associated diseases in an 

environment that lacks resources has proven to be a challenge due to lack of access to well-

equipped clinical laboratories and requires a high level of technical competence (Quesada-

Gonza´lez and Merkoçi, 2017). Their comparative long assay time and separation time has 

also made it impossible for these diagnostics to be applied in point-of-care (PoC) detection 

(Sharma et al., 2015). Thus, developing a diagnostic kit for diabetes and its associated 

diseases which is cost effective and can be easily implemented, remains an important global 

health goal. To achieve this goal, one promising approach is to detect disease biomarkers 

from accessible body fluids with PoC devices that are cost effective, non-invasive and/or do 

not require trained medical personnel (Kumar et al., 2018). This put forth the development of 
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PoC devices systems as a potential diagnostic tool that may potentially improve patient care 

in real-time and through remote health monitoring. 

An example of a PoC device is a biosensor, which is defined as an analytical device, that is 

used for the detection of an analyte that combines a biological component with a 

physicochemical detector (Florinel-Gabriel, 2012; Newmand and Setford, 2006). Recently, 

the use of biosensors in diagnostics have gained momentum because of their good sensitivity 

and selectivity, as well as rapid and easy operation (Srinivasan and Tung, 2016). Hence, 

various biosensors using different transducers have been reported as effective in detecting 

and identifying disease biomarkers. To date, research in this area is rapidly growing and a 

massive number of technologies have been developed to diagnose diseases, toxins, pathogens 

and viruses (Morales-Narvaez, 2015; Ngom et al., 2010; Shukla et al., 2014). Most of these 

biosensors rely on the interaction between antibody and an analyte. However, antibodies are 

presented with disadvantages such as high cost, instability, poor sensitivity, or and limitation 

of targets kinds (Mao et al., 2009).  

The use of aptamers in the field of biotechnology has emerged as a solution to many 

challenges met in signal transduction processes for a wide range of smaller molecule (Liu et 

al., 2009). Aptamers have been preferred because they have the following advantages: high 

specificity, low molecular weight, easy and reproducible production as compared to 

antibodies (Fang et al., 2003). Aptamers present a more favourable and desirable molecular 

recognition element (MRE) and have been employed in the development of biosensors for 

diagnosis purposes. However, similar to antibody-based biosensors, single aptamer based 

biosensors have also suffered from weak sensitivities. Therefore, they cannot be applied in 

the field and most of them do not make it to the commercialization stage. To overcome such 

challenges, sandwich-type biosensors, which uses a pair of aptamers or aptamer/antibody 

complex, have been developed (Guo et al., 2012; Pultar et al., 2009). By using dual aptamers, 

biosensors that have poor sensitivity can be recalled and repurposed. Therefore, this study 

will focus on developing a lateral flow detection device that is versatile, cost-effective, rapid, 

portable and easy for use at PoC for the detection of a diabetes biomarker. 
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1.2 Diabetes mellitus 

Diabetes mellitus, simply referred to as diabetes, is a group of diseases characterized by high 

glucose levels, due to defects in insulin production, the body’s inability to respond properly 

to insulin, or both (Shoback, 2011). The American Diabetes Association (ADA) have 

described diabetes as a metabolic disorder of multiple aetiology categorized by chronic 

hyperglycaemia with disturbances of carbohydrate, fat and protein metabolism (ADA, 2009). 

It is associated with reduced life expectancy and morbidity due to related complications such 

as microvascular and macrovascular complications that diminishes the quality of life (Aring 

et al., 2005). Diabetic patients may present characteristics symptoms, such as constant thirst, 

polyuria, blurred vision and weight loss. These symptoms are not severe or may not all be 

present. As such, patients with diabetes may leave up to 7 years or more without the 

knowledge of having the disease, thereby restricting its early diagnosis (Vaishya et al., 2018). 

Under physiological conditions, after a meal, carbohydrates are broken down into glucose 

molecules in the gut and the amount of glucose in the bloodstream increases. The pancreatic 

beta-cells (β-cells) in the pancreases detect this increased amount of glucose and release 

insulin into the bloodstream (Brerenton et al., 2016). The insulin lowers the blood glucose 

levels by increasing glucose uptake in the muscles and adipose tissue through the stimulation 

of glycolysis and glycogenesis (Sundstena and Ortsäterb, 2009). As insulin works on the 

body, the amount of glucose eventually returns to normal or same level as before taking a 

meal (as outlined in Figure 1.1). The release of insulin stimulate an enzyme called glycogen 

synthase in the liver, which convert glucose to glycogen, that is then stored in the liver and 

used in the future when blood glucose levels are too low (Han et al., 2016).  

However, changes in insulin production and secretion can negatively affect blood glucose 

levels. A decrease in insulin production will inhibit uptake by the muscles and adipose 

tissues, resulting in hyperglycaemia. The same effect can be triggered by the body’s inability 

to respond to insulin action and ultimately lead to a build-up of glucose in the blood (Wilcox, 

2005). Initially, due to increased blood glucose levels, the patient enters a pre-diabetic stage 

which is defined as a period where glucose levels are higher than normal but not high enough 

to be diagnosed as diabetes (Coppari, 2017; Wilcox, 2005). At this stage, the pre-diabetic 

patient is advised to make some lifestyle modifications through physical activity and eating a 

healthy balanced diet in order to prevent developing diabetes later in life. However, if no 

action is taken and the glucose levels are not kept at a normal standard, they will continue to 
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increase to a level where a person is diagnosed as diabetic (Sundstena and Ortsäterb, 2009). 

This stage is often followed by severe complications and may in the long run lead to death. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the glucose-lowering effects of insulin in different organs 

(Lowe, 2005). 

1.2.1 Prevalence and risk factors of DM 

DM have reached an epidemic proportion and it is presumed that it will be one of the top 7 

leading causes of death by 2030 (WHO), 2016). As shown in Figure 1.2, about 425 million 

people are diagnosed with diabetes worldwide, and the number is expected to rise to 629 

million by 2045 (International Diabetes Federation (IDF), 2018). Approximately 50% of 

diabetes cases are undiagnosed, with the majority of these occurring in low-income and 

middle-income countries (IDF, 2017).  

In Africa, the proportion of undiagnosed diabetes is 69.2% and approximately 77% of deaths 

occurred due to diabetes in individuals younger than 60 years in 2017 (IDF, 2017). South 

Africa (SA) is not an exception to the above statement as there were about 1 million new 

cases of diabetes reported in 2017 (IDF, 2018). The latest population estimates for South 
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Africa indicate that about 3.85 million South Africans between 21 and 79 may have diabetes. 

Furthermore, reports show that about 6% of the South African population suffer from T2DM 

while many more remain undiagnosed and are at a higher risk of developing harmful and 

costly complications. In 2009, more than 73 000 disability-adjusted life years were 

attributable to T2DM and its associated diseases; and the number of diabetes-related 

amputations and cases of blindness was estimated at approximately 2 000 and 8 000, 

respectively (Bertram et al., 2013; Cabrera Escobar et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 1.2: Diabetes prevalence rate worldwide in 2017, the estimated percentage increase from 2017 

to 2015 and the prevalence for 2045 (IDF, 2017). 
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Several factors such as the ageing population, economic transition and urbanisation 

associated with nutrition transition and obesity have significantly contributed to the increased 

diabetes prevalence (Kengen et al., 2013; Peer et al., 2013; Vorster et al., 2005). Over the 

years, several studies have also reported on the link between obesity and T2DM (Abel et al., 

2001; Riaz, 2015; Yang et al., 2005) and the studies revealed that about 87% of diabetes 

cases in SA were attributed to obesity in 2000 (Jourtbet et al., 2007). In 2015, the global 

burden of disease study estimated that high body mass index and hyperglycaemia, ranked as 

the second and third leading risk factors, respectively, for early death and disability in SA 

(Fleming et al., 2014). The figures mentioned above clearly confirm that diabetes is a major 

health threat in SA and around the world; hence, it requires an urgent responsiveness through 

proper treatment and early detection. 

Apart from factors listed above, genetic factors have also played a role in the development of 

diabetes. More interestingly, the prevalence of diabetes in SA differs for each ethnic group 

(as shown in Table 1.1). The Indian population has the highest prevalence of 11 - 13%, while 

the White population has the lowest prevalence of 4% (Otternman, 2012). These figures 

corroborate with studies conducted in multi-ethnic populations of other countries, which have 

showed that individuals of certain ethnicities are more susceptible to develop T2DM in their 

life time (Unnikrishnan et al., 2017) 

Table 1.1: The prevalence of diabetes for South African ethnic groups (Otternman, 2012). 

Ethnicity/Race Prevalence 

Indian population 11 - 13% 

Coloured population 8 - 10% 

Black population 5 - 8% 

White population 4% 
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1.2.2 Classification of DM 

Generally, there are two main categories of DM: type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) and 

T2DM. T1DM is caused β-cell dysfunction whereas T2DM is characterized by the body’s 

resistance to insulin action and a decrease in pancreatic β-cell mass (Graham et al., 2006; 

Kaku, 2010). A third form of diabetes, called Gestational DM (GDM), that develops during 

pregnancy also exist. However, the glucose levels return to normal after childbirth. Other 

specific types of diabetes may also develop due to other causes, e.g. monogenic diabetes 

syndromes, diseases of the exocrine pancreas, and drug- or chemical-induced diabetes (ADA, 

2018). 

a) Type 1 diabetes mellitus  

T1DM is defined as an autoimmune disease which is characterised by β-cell destruction 

caused by an autoimmune process that may leads to insulin deficiency (Lowe et al., 2017). 

Genetic and environmental factors are known to play a vital role in the pathophysiological 

mechanisms of this disease (Insel et al., 2015). In previous years, it was known as insulin-

dependent or juvenile-onset diabetes (Ooi and Loke, 2012; Pociot and Lernmark 2016). It 

was given the term “juvenile-onset” as it was normally diagnosed in children and young 

adults (Miller et al., 2009); however, this condition can now develop at any age (Covantev et 

al., 2016). It has also been referred to as insulin-dependent diabetes because T1DM patients 

takes insulin on their daily basis in order to control the glucose levels.  

b) Type 2 diabetes mellitus 

T2DM is defined as a heterogeneous group of metabolic diseases (Wilcox, 2005) which are 

characterized by hyperglycaemia resulting from defects in insulin secretion, insulin action, or 

both (Berlanga-Acosta, 2013; Pociot and Lermark, 2016; Miller et al., 2009). The relative 

contribution of these two pathophysiological mechanisms for the development of T2DM vary 

between individuals and may also differ between ethnic groups (Unnikrishnan et al., 2017). 

This is attributed by the fact that T2DM is defined as a polygenic disorder composed of 

subtypes whereby genetic susceptibility is strongly associated with environmental factors 

(Groop and Pociot, 2013; Riaz, 2009). In addition, there may be other hormonal systems that 

predispose individuals to the development of chronic hyperglycaemia; however, these 

hormonal changes are not yet well characterized (Unnikrishnan et al., 2017). T2DM usually 
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occurs in adulthood and develops more with age, and sometimes it is also observed in 

children and some adolescents having obesity (Riaz, 2015). 

c) Gestational diabetes 

GDM is a third form of diabetes that occurs during pregnancy, when a woman with no 

previous history of diabetes develops high blood glucose levels. It is usually recognized 

during the third trimester of a woman’s pregnancy (Dinneen, 2006). During pregnancy, the 

insulin physiology gets altered by hormonal changes (Lowe and Karban, 2014). These 

hormones work by modulating insulin action, and making it resistant which results in high 

blood glucose levels (Kapustin, 2008). After childbirth, blood glucose levels usually return to 

a normal level; however, some women who have had GDM, have an increased risk of 

developing T2DM later in life (Järvelä et al., 2006). 

1.2.3 Complications of DM 

Complications can affect different parts of the body and manifest in various ways in 

individuals. Complications of diabetes are classified as either acute or chronic complications 

(Riaz, 2009). 

Acute complications may be less severe in people with a manageable blood glucose levels 

(Nathan et al., 2005). The acute complications of T2DM may include hypoglycaemia, 

hyperglycaemia and diabetic coma (Cypress, 2001). These complications develop over a 

short period of time; however, they can be prevented (Coppari, 2017). It is also possible to 

reverse the complications when a patient follows a healthy lifestyle with proper consultations 

and medications (Codera and Adam, 2016). 

Chronic complications of DM includes progressive development of the specific retinopathy 

with potential blindness, nephropathy that may lead to renal failure and/or neuropathy with 

risk of foot ulcers that may lead to foot amputation (ADA, 2009). DM may also impair 

salivary gland functions, which leads to a reduction in the salivary flow and changes in 

saliva’s composition (Aravindha Babu et al., 2014). These complications are not irreversible, 

and often, patients are at an increased risk of developing cardiovascular, peripheral vascular 

and cerebrovascular diseases in their life time (Arguedas et al., 2013; Desphande et al., 

2008). 
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Risk factors such as age, type of diabetes, gender and genetic factors plays a determination 

role on the type of complications a diabetic patient may develop over the years (Wu et al., 

2014). Nonetheless, the exact pathogenetic mechanisms causing the diabetic complications 

are still unclear and remains an interesting field that still need to be explored in the quest to 

better understanding of this disease. Interestingly, an independent study by Porta (2016) 

reported that some genes provide protection against diabetic complications, which is evident 

in a subtype of long-term T1DM survivors without complications. This could explain why 

some patients with diabetes are not susceptible to developing complications.  

1.2.4 Standard diagnostic methods for diabetes and their limitations 

Existing methods for diagnosis of diabetes generally use blood to detect glucose levels 

making them invasive and when found it is usually too late (Malamud, 2011). Commercially 

available diagnostic kits methods such as Fasting Plasma Glucose (FPG), Oral Glucose 

Tolerance Test (OGTT), Haemoglobin A1C (HbA1C) and Random Plasma Glucose test 

(RPG) are used as the golden standard for diagnosis of diabetes. The diagnosis of diabetes is 

based on the ADA criteria: FPG of ≥ 126 mg/dL (7.0 mmol/L), 2-h post-prandial plasma 

glucose of ≥ 200 mg/dL (11.1 mmol/L) during OGTT, HbA1c of ≥ 6.5% (47.5 mmol/L) and 

RPG of ≥ 200 mg/dL (11.1 mmol/L). (ADA, 2014). However, all of these tests requires 

further confirmatory test. Hence, it is recommended that the same test be repeated or a 

different test be performed. Usually, if two different tests are both above the diagnostic 

threshold, then a person is considered to be diabetic. Nevertheless, if a patient has conflicting 

or varying results from two different tests, then the test result that is above the diagnostic cut-

off point should be repeated (ADA, 2018).  

The FPG test is mostly the most preferred test because it is convenient and cheap; however, it 

may miss some diabetes or prediabetes that can be found with the OGTT (Melmed et al., 

2000). The OGTT is more sensitive than the FPG test for diagnosing prediabetes, but it is less 

convenient to administer. Moreover, the OGTT measures blood glucose at a single point 

time. The FPG test is mostly reliable when done in the morning; therefore, it is not 

convenient for patient or health care provider as it requires fasting and scheduling a morning 

appointment or return visits to the hospital/clinic, which could be costly and tiring. 

Other diagnostics methods such as RPG measures blood glucose levels without taking into 

account the last meal of the patient. This test, along with an assessment of symptoms, is used 
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to diagnose diabetes but not prediabetes and a second confirmation test is also required 

(ADA, 2018). The HbA1C test measure the amount of glucose attached to Hb and has shown 

to have more advantages over other tests; moreover, it does not require fasting prior to taking 

the test (Cowie et al., 2010). However, it is less sensitive and not accurate in people with 

anaemia (ADA, 2018). Furthermore, the test is not suitable for people of different ethnicities 

such as people in Africa, Mediterranean or Southeast Asian descent (Herman, 2016; Ziemer 

et al., 2010). Thus, a health care professional may need to order a different type of HbA1C 

test which may be costly. Therefore, this highlights the urgent need to develop diagnostic 

devices that are suitable in a poor resource settings and that can compete on a global scale. 

These devices should also be able to detect diabetes at its early stages. 

1.2.5 Biomarker discovery as an alternative 

 

A biomarker is a biological molecule found in body fluids or tissues that can be seen as an 

indicator of a normal or abnormal processes or diseases (Strimbu and Tavel, 2010). Since the 

beginning of high-throughput OMICS technologies which are capable of inclusive analysis of 

genes, transcripts, proteins and other biological molecules, biomedical scientists have 

successfully identified molecular biomarkers associated with various diseases processes 

(McDermot et al., 2013). This discovery has played a significant role in disease diagnosis and 

treatment and has created a surge among biomedical researchers. Many diseases associated 

biomarkers have been studied, and current research is focusing on various areas which 

includes risk assessment, screening differential diagnosis, determination of prognosis, 

prediction of response to treatment and monitoring of progression of various diseases (Chen 

et al., 2018; Henry and Hayes, 2012; Mason et al., 2013). Thus, an emphasis on biomarker 

discovery within multiple areas of research has become a high priority. 

Recently, proteome analysis of plasma and serum for the identification and characterization 

of T2DM protein biomarker has sparked a great interest. Certain biomarkers were found to be 

either upregulated or downregulated during the development of T2DM. Most of these 

proteins have been successfully analysed using mass spectrometry (MS) or protein 

microarrays (Backus et al, 2016; Thebani et al, 2016). Using MS, approximately 487 salivary 

proteins which were differentially expressed between three stages of T2DM were identified. 

Out of the 487 proteins/peptides, 65 potential biomarkers showed higher expression in three 

stages of T2DM. Western blot confirmed expression of selected 5 salivary biomarkers 

namely: alpha-2-macroglobulin (a2MG), alpha-1-antitrypsin, cystatin C, transthyretin and 
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alpha-amylase. One of these 5 biomarkers, a2MG, showed increased levels in its expression 

with severity of T2DM based on previous diabetic diagnosis (Rao et al., 2009).  

Other studies have incorporated the use of two-dimensional electrophoresis (2DGE) and MS 

to profile proteins associated with diabetes. 2DGE coupled with matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF/MS) was used to 

compare the salivary proteomes between T1DM and non-diabetic patients, 6 proteins out of 

17 differentially expressed spots in the 2DGE were identified. It was noted that alpha-

amylase was the most predominant protein affected in diabetic patients (Hirtz et al., 2006). 

Analysis of plasma proteome of T2DM patients with nephropathy through proteomics 

identified 34 proteins spots differentially expressed. The unique proteins spots (31 in total) 

were associated with the metabolic (5’-AMP-activated protein kinase) and growth regulatory 

(LIM homeobox protein 6) processes. Moreover, the quantitative proteomic approach also 

identified several documented T2DM plasma biomarkers such as apolipoprotein A-I and 

ficolin. Interestingly, the study further reported on several putative T2DM biomarkers 

including calpain-7 and choline/ethanolamine kinase which have not been reported before. 

These proteins may be associated with the progression and development of T2DM and 

requires further analysis (Hung et al., 2011) 

1.2.6 Protein biomarkers for early detection of T2DM 

It is well documented that the development of T2DM occurs very slowly, going through 

periods of increased insulin secretion, insulin resistance, impaired glucose tolerance and β-

cell dysfunction (ADA, 2009; Srinivasan et al., 2018). Thus, the current most acceptable 

diagnostics biomarkers for diabetes are based on high blood glucose levels and HbA1c. 

However, by the time these markers are elevated, it is usually too late and diabetes may have 

already progressed to severe complications. This serves as an indicator that improved 

detection techniques and/or putative biomarkers that can detect diabetes earlier are urgently 

needed across the entire spectrum of diabetes initiation and progression. Protein biomarkers 

that are present in the early stage of diabetes may provide insights on the pathophysiology of 

this disease. Furthermore, they may also help in the identification of high risk individuals 

even before the prediabetes stage, when the β-cells are still intact, in order to put effective 

measures in place which could ultimately help to prevent progression of this disease (Vaishya 

et al., 2018). As such, several hypothesis-based nonglycemic biomarkers have been assessed 

as risk factors indicators for diabetes (Kolberg et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2011).  
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Previous studies have demonstrated that various forms of apolipoproteins are present in 

patients with T2DM. For example, serum levels of apolipoproteins such as Apo A1 and Apo 

B levels are significantly increased in individuals with prediabetes and T2DM (Onat et al., 

2010; Sasongko et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2016). Proteins associated with diabetic macular 

oedema. These include pigment epithelium derived factor, ApoA-4, ApoA-1, thyroid 

hormone receptor interactor protein 11 (Trip-11), and vitamin D binding protein and only 

ApoH was present in non-diabetic controls (Nakanishi et al., 2002).  

a2MG is an inhibitor of proteinase enzyme in blood and tissues, and was identified as a 

potential protein biomarker for T2DM (Borth, 1992). This protein acts as a binding protein 

for numerous cytokines and growth factors; and also acts as leptin protein in human plasma. 

In a recent study, plasma a2MG levels were reported to be high in diabetic patients, 

especially those with diabetes complications (Chung et al., 2016). a2MG levels were also 

elevated in human saliva of patients with diabetes; thus, indicating its potential use to non-

invasively diagnose T2DM (Rao et al., 2009).  

Another protein that has been associated with T2DM is the c-reactive protein (CRP). CRP is 

an acute phase protein, and a strong biomarker of inflammation in the progression of various 

diseases including diabetes. Genetic variation of this protein levels expression and its 

association with T2DM have been studied (Yudkin et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2007). It was found 

that the levels of CPR levels rise up to 1000 fold in diabetic patients as compared to CPR 

levels in non-diabetic individuals. Significant association of CRP, fibrinogen and 

plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 have been studied (Festa et al., 2002). 

Multiple biomarkers for early detection of T2DM which included adipokines secreted 

proteins such as leptin (pro-inflammatory effect) and adiponectin (anti-inflammatory effect) 

were previously investigated (Umeno et al., 2015). The study demonstrated that leptin and 

adiponectin correlated well with insulin levels; thus, indicating their potential use as early 

biomarkers of T2DM. Other adipokines such as vasftin and resistin have also been shown to 

be upregulated in T2DM (Li et al., 2006; Stofkov, 2010). Studies have reported that the pro-

diabetic effects of the resistin are attributed to inhibition of insulin signalling and a pro-

inflammatory mechanism, that culminates in β-cell loss; whereas, vasftin has been shown to 

exhibit glucose-lowering and insulin sensitizing effects (Dunmore and Brown, 2013; 

Stofkova, 2010; Srinivasan et al.,2018). 
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1.2.7 Retinol Binding Protein 4 as the biomarker for T2DM 

Retinol binding protein 4 (RBP4) is an adipokines secreted protein. It has a molecular weight 

of 21 kDa and belongs to the lipocalin family. Its function is to transport retinol from the liver 

to the peripheral tissues. In plasma, the RBP-retinol complex interacts with transthyretin, 

which prevents its loss by filtration through the kidney glomeruli (Newcomer and Ong, 

2000). 

Kahn and his group were the first researchers to discover the role of RBP4 in obesity and 

insulin resistance. Their research demonstrated that mice with an adipose-specific knockout 

GLUT4 developed an insulin resistance in muscles and liver (Abel et al., 2001). In 2005, 

Yang and co-workers demonstrated that the expression of serum RBP4 was higher in insulin-

resistant mice and humans with obesity and T2DM. The overexpression of RBP4 in wild-type 

mice causes insulin resistance while genetic depletion of RBP4 improves insulin sensitivity, 

suggesting that the depleting level of RBP4 could be a useful tool in the treatment of T2DM; 

whereas, increased levels of RBP4 could serve as a biomarker for diagnosis of T2DM (Yang 

et al., 2005). Proteomic analysis to assess the association of plasma proteins with the risk of 

developing T2DM has shown that RBP4 is independently associated with the risk of 

developing T2DM (Sun et al., 2014).  

Since its discovery, various studies have been carried out with a goal to show a link between 

RBP4 and T2DM in human (Graham et al., 2006; Takebayashi et al., 2007). A study 

conducted by Graham et al. (2006) observed that the magnitude of increase in serum RBP4 

correlates with insulin resistance among humans with obesity, impaired glucose tolerance, or 

T2DM, and among non-obese and nondiabetic subjects with strong family histories of 

T2DM. Furthermore, another study revealed that RBP4 levels increased in blood circulation 

by 104.8 ± 76.8 nanogram per mL (ng/mL) in obese and insulin resistance resistant patients 

when compared to control individuals, 87.9 ±38 ng/mL (Commucci et al., 2014). These 

findings were similar to finding of Takebayashi et al. (2007), whereby the study revealed that 

RBP4 was associated with certain biomarkers related to insulin resistance or diabetic 

complications. These studies contributed to the novelty of RBP4 as a potential biomarker for 

diagnosing diabetes. 
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1.3 Aptamers 

The name aptamer comes from two words, “aptus” which is a Latin word for “to fit”, and 

“meros” which is a Greek word for “part” or “region” (Ellington and Szostak, 1990; Tuerk 

and Gold, 1993). Aptamers can be described as short single-stranded deoxyribonucleic acids 

(DNA) or ribonucleic acids that bind with high affinity and specificity to their target 

molecule; they do so by folding into unique three-dimensional shapes (Ellington and Szostak 

1990; Berg et al., 2016). They bind to their target through intermolecular interactions such as 

van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions between charged groups, 

and Pi-Pi stacking of “flat-structured” aromatic moieties (Hermann and Patel, 2000; Keefe et 

al., 2010). They contain functional moieties that fold into different secondary structures, such 

as hairpin, stem, loops or bulge, G-quadruplex and pseudoknots (Figure 1.3), which have a 

significant impact on the conformational stability and target binding affinity of the aptamer 

(Kaur and Yung, 2012; Piganeau and Schroeder, 2003) 

 

Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of aptamer-target binding. Aptamers fold into 3-D nucleic acids 

structures that bind to the target molecules via a high affinity lock and key mechanism (Sun and Su, 2015). 
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1.3.1 The selection of aptamers 

Aptamers are selected from a set of a random oligonucleotide library and synthesized in vitro 

through a method called Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment 

(SELEX) (Sypabekova et al., 2017; Tolle, et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017). A systematic 

schematic overview of the SELEX process is shown in Figure 1.4. The SELEX process 

generally starts with the generation of a randomized nucleic acid (DNA) library, normally 

consisting of about 1013 - 1015 different sequences (James, 2000). The DNA library is 

incubated directly with the target molecule, which is immobilized on a matrix material or is 

free in solution. Following incubation, the bound complexes are separated from the unbound 

oligonucleotides through numerous washing steps. Target-bound oligonucleotides are eluted 

and amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or reverse transcription PCR 

amplification (Stoltenburg et al., 2007). The enriched pool of selected oligonucleotides is 

then used in the next round of SELEX round (Sypabekova et al., 2017). The enriched 

aptamers are then sequenced, and the sequence is analysed using various bioinformatics tools 

in order to identify consensus motifs – the region playing the central role in the specificity of 

the target binding (Hoinka et al., 2012). The selected sequences are characterized using 

various methods such as Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR), Microscale Thermophoresis 

(MST), and Bio-layer interferometry (BLI) system and etc. (Entzian and Schubert, 2016; 

Stoltenburg et al., 2016). 

Usually, it takes about 8 - 15 rounds of SELEX to select aptamer candidates with the highest 

binding affinity for the target (Marshall and Ellington, 2000). Hence, this iterative process is 

more laborious and takes about few weeks or up to a month and sometimes it may be 

ineffective or longer to optimize as there is no standardized protocol. Therefore, optimization 

of the SELEX conditions is a very crucial step that is dynamic throughout the selection 

procedure (Darmostuk et al., 2015).  
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Figure 1.4: Overview of the SELEX process. A conventional SELEX procedure involves binding a 

random nucleic acid library to the target molecule, separating the bound and unbound nucleic acids, and 

amplifying the bound nucleic acid by PCR for use in the next round of selection. After several rounds of 

selection, the aptamers are then cloned and sequenced (Schütze et al., 2011). 

1.3.2 Types of SELEX protocols 

The SELEX procedure was first reported in 1990 by two laboratories of Ellington and 

Szostak (1990) and Tuerk and Gold (1990). Since then, numerous modifications have been 

applied and new strategies of selection have been developed (Table 1.2). This has been 

possible due to new developments in chemical synthesis, advanced technical equipment’s and 

the availability of analysis methods to improve the properties of aptamers and the efficiency 

of their development (Blind and Blank, 2015). 
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Table 1.2: Various types of SELEX procedures, their advantages and aptamer targets. 

Type of SELEX Advantages Aptamer target Ref. 

Counter SELEX Incorporates similar target molecules during incubation LNCap cells, Aflatoxin B1 Almasi et al., 2016; Setlem et al., 

2016 

Affinity-based chromatography 

SELEX 

Selection against smaller molecules and proteins 

Selection based on affinity chromatography; whereby, the target 

molecule is immobilized on the beads 

β-conglutin, Ractopamine  Nadal et al., 2012; Duan et al., 
2017 

 

Cell-SELEX Selection against a whole mammalian or pathogenic cells 

Selection is performed against unknown cell surface components 

Ramo cells, PC-3 cells, SK-BR-3, 
Escherichia coli O157:H7, Listeria 

monocytogenes 

Chen et al., 2007; Duan et al., 
2013; Lee et al., 2012; Wang 

2014; Wang et al., 2009 

Capillary electrophoresis based 

SELEX 

The number of round of selection is reduced 

It does not involve any amplification step 

IgE and neuropeptide Y, human 
immunodeficiency virus reverse 

transcriptase (HIV-1 RT), anthrax 

protective antigen  

Cella et al., 2010; Mendonsa and 
Bowser, 2004; Mosing et al., 

2005. 

 

FluMag SELEX Use of fluorescent labels for DNA quantification and use of 
magnetic beads for target immobilization 

Use of very small amounts of target for the aptamer selection, 

rapid and efficient separation of bound and unbound molecules 

and stringent washing steps 

For targets with varying properties and size 

Streptavidin, RBP4 Stoltenburg et al., 2005; Lee et 
al., 2008 

MonoLEX Involves a one-cycle process 

Does not require any special equipment 

Vaccinia virus. α-Bungarotoxin Lauridsen et al., 2012; Nitsche et 

al., 2009 
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1.3.3 Advantages of aptamers over antibodies 

Aptamers-based biosensing strategies strategy have emerged as a powerful tool in the field of 

diagnostics because they have shown to have more advantages over antibodies (Table 1.3). 

One of the most significant advantage is that aptamers bind to their target molecules with a 

high specificity and selectivity (Geiger et al., 1996; Jenison et al., 1994). Furthermore, 

aptamers can be chemically synthesized and can be easily modified to improve stability and 

the attachment of reporter molecules for various applications (Pendergrast et al., 2005). 

Aptamers have greater affinity, preferably in nanomolar (nM) to picomolar (pM) range (Chen 

and Yang, 2015) which is not affected by labelling (Sypabekova et al., 2017). They are also 

relatively small in size, giving them an advantage to penetrate tissues and are more easily 

internalized by target cells; improving their therapeutic value (Xiang et al., 2015).  

In addition, aptamers are stable over a wide range of temperature and buffer conditions and 

are resistant to harsh physical or chemical denaturation without any significant loss of 

activity. As already stated above, aptamers can be generated from a wide range of molecules 

such as ions, small molecules, neurotransmitters, organic pollutants, drugs, proteins, peptides, 

and complex cells or tissues (Daniels et al., 2003; Li et al., 1996; Mallikaratchy et al., 2007; 

Mendonsa and Bowser 2004). 

Aptamers offers higher flexibility and can adapt to different assay formats (Jauset Rubio, et 

al., 2017; Kim, et al., 2014). The affinity of aptamers can be improved by making longer 

dimeric or multivalent aptamer (Dhiman et al., 2017). These characteristics make aptamers 

good candidate molecules for the development of sensitive and selective sensor elements for 

diagnostic purposes, biomarker discovery and drug delivery systems for diagnosis and 

therapeutic purposes (Sharma et al., 2016; Zhou and Rossi, 2017). 
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Table 1.3: Comparison of aptamers with antibodies (Chen and Yang, 2015). 

Feature Antibody Aptamer 

Selection Limited to physiologic conditions by animal 

immunization 

In vivo and in vitro selection under a variety 

of conditions 

Immobilization Difficult through protein A/G Easy through various orientation 

Production Time consuming and costly Efficient with chemical synthesis at low cost 

Affinity In a low nM to pM range In a low nM to pM range 

Modification Difficult and expensive  Easy to modify with other active groups in 

large scale and cheap 

Reusability Poor reusability  Good reusability  

Shelf life Short shelf life and requires a continuous cold 

storage 

Long shelf life and does not require special 

storage conditions 

In vivo application High immunogenicity and low bioavailability  

due to a large size 

Low immunogenicity and high bioavailability 

due to a small size 

 

1.3.4 Application of aptamers in PoC diagnostic platforms 

The development of PoC testing devices has attracted a wide attention in the field of 

diagnostics by enhancing the speed and accuracy of diagnosis. It is evident that PoC testing 

have become the preferred choice of diagnosis due to the reduction in turnaround time and 

cost (Gopinath et al., 2016; Nara et al., 2010); therefore, helping the patient to make 

informed decisions and to start early treatment (Dhiman, et al., 2017).  

Moreover, the use of PoC technologies has transformed the healthcare of patients since they 

are simple to use, meaning that even without a medical background, people are able to use the 

devices and interpret the results (Song et al., 2014; Uludag et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2013; 

Zapatero Rodriguez and O’Kennedy, 2017). These devices are available for everyone 

regardless of where they are and also offer immediate results which will resolve issues that 

most patients experience during routine check-ups. They also eliminate having to travel to the 

hospital for follow up results, which can be costly and time consuming due to traffic 

(Lencova et al., 2010).  

In addition, other factors that are of great significance for PoC devices is the affordability, 

robustness, and specificity of the test (Sajid et al., 2014). All this these above-mentioned 
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factors are in line with the WHO guidelines for the development of PoC tests (Carvalhal et 

al., 2010) and a device that fills these requirements is called a biosensor. A biosensor is a 

device that uses a biological entity to detect an analyte. In this case, a transducer will then 

give a detection signal in a form of an electrical signal that can be quantifiably measured 

using an appropriate readout (Luong et al., 2008; Srinivasan and Tung; 2015). Therefore, 

biosensors hold a great promise to detect changes in the disease state of an individual within 

minutes. For an example, one can analyse blood sugar levels or one can determine HIV status 

within a few minutes using a few drops of blood (Hyle et al., 2014; Molesworth et al., 2010). 

Similarly, on-site contamination of water (H2O) with microbes or metal ions can easily be 

detected. Moreover, PoC biosensors can be used to rule out the possibility of a disease, 

perform confirmatory diagnostics or monitor treatment levels (Bhalla et al., 2016).  

However, in order to develop a highly sensitive and specific assay, a suitable MRE that has 

high affinity must first be developed. In an attempt to find an alternative non-invasive 

diagnostic tool for diabetes, development of an RBP4 immunocolloidal gold fast test strip 

using high-sensitive monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) generated by DNA immunization was 

reported. Their strip, when compared with other commercially available RBP4 ELISA kits, 

provided faster results and was more convenient to use. However, producing mAbs that have 

high affinity to different epitopes remained a major stumbling block in the beginning. In 

addition, the production of antibodies was time consuming, costly and it is also challenging to 

generate specific monoclonal antibodies against non-immunogenic molecules (Bian et al., 

2010). 

To overcome such challenges, aptamers are promising MRE to use as biosensing tools since 

they can be selected and used under pre-defined conditions (Sypabekova et al., 2017). In an 

attempt to develop aptamers that could be used in the diagnosis of diabetes, an aptamer-based 

SPR biosensor to detect the level of RBP4 in serum samples was developed. The approach 

was more sensitive than ELISA and could be used for the detection of RBP4 in clinical 

applications, such as in early diagnosis of pre-diabetes (Lee et al. 2008). With recent 

advancement in technology and selection procedures, a microfluidic SELEX chip to 

continuously and automatically perform multiple rounds of SELEX to screen specific 

aptamers for HbA1c and Hb with high specificity and affinity was developed (Lin et al.,015). 

Thereafter, an integrated microfluidic system using aptamer-based testing was developed to 

measure HbA1c levels in blood samples. They later went on to develop an on-chip aptamer-
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based sandwich assay for the detection of HbA1c via magnetic beads. This automatic HbA1c 

measuring system reduced reagent consumption by 75% and reduced analysis time to 30 min. 

However, to-date, there are no commercially available diabetes biosensors that are non-

invasive and also utilizes aptamers. 

1.4 Lateral flow assay  

Lateral flow assays (LFAs) are described as a paper-based platform for the detection and 

quantification of an analyte in a complex mixture; the sample is placed on a testing device 

and the results are displayed over a short period of time, usually within 5-30 min (Koczula 

and Gallotta, 2016). LFAs have gained great popularity and demand because of their 

convenience, ease of use, low cost, rapid detection, accuracy and have a disposable format 

and adaptability to use at the PoC (Jauset-Rubio et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2014) and a well-

known example is the pregnancy test which was first commercialized in 1990. Since then, 

this area of research has seen a massive growth and recent advances have included analytical 

readers to improve sensitivity (e.g. glucose reader). Another outstanding advantage of LFAs 

is the ability to test a wide range of biological molecules such as blood, urine, sweat, saliva 

and plasma (Assadollahi et al., 2009; Jauset-Rubio et al., 2017). Hence, the above-mentioned 

qualities have put forth PoC devices as a primary strategy for providing qualitative and semi-

quantitative disease monitoring (Wright, 2011). 

A LFA is based on affinity interactions, where a visible line is formed on a test strip when an 

analyte is present. It is assembled with the sample pad, conjugate pad, nitrocellulose 

membrane and an absorbent pad on a plastic backing pad, which gives it support (Figure 

1.5). The sample pad transports the liquid sample to other components of the lateral flow strip 

in a smooth, continuous and homogenous manner (Sajid et al., 2014). Labelled bio-

recognition molecules are dispensed on the conjugation pad, and activated when they come 

into contact with the liquid samples. Upon their activation, a control line will appear on the 

nitrocellulose membrane whereas a test line is only visualized if the test is positive (Malathi 

et al, 2014). Thus, a nitrocellulose membrane plays a role in determining the sensitivity of the 

lateral flow (LF) and also provide an optimal and stable binding of capture probes. Finally, 

the absorbent pad provides the capillary based driving force, which maintains the flow rate of 

the liquid sample over the membrane and prevents back flow (Millipore, 2009; Sajid et al., 

2014). 
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Figure 1.5: A typical lateral flow biosensor. A lateral flow strip is commonly composed of a conjugate 

pad, membrane and absorbent pad. On the membrane lies the test line and the control line, which changes 

its colour to show presence or absence of target in the sample or analyte (Koczula and Gallotta, 2016). 

1.4.1 Different types of LF format 

Numerous LF formats using aptamers have been reported over the years and some of them 

are highlighted in Table 1.4. The majority of these LFAs are either sandwich assays or 

competitive assays. A sandwich assay is the most preferred assay for larger molecules and in 

the presence of two aptamers that bind to the same target at different epitopes. An example of 

a sandwich format is a well-known commercialized insulin assay for diagnosis of diabetes. 

Whereas, a competitive format allows detection of low molecular weight or for target with a 

single specific epitope. Typical examples of this format are the more specialised tests for 

drugs and toxins (Chen and Yang, 2015).  

Each format has advantages and disadvantages depending on the analyte, the antibody, 

sample matrix and the concentration range of interest. Generally, non-competitive 

immunoassay has a lower limit of detection (analytical sensitivity) over the competitive 

format. This is typically picogram/mL (parts per trillion) for non-competitive compared to 

ng/mL (parts per billion) for the competitive format. In situations where significantly high 

analyte concentrations might be encountered, non-competitive formats can suffer from the 

high-dose hook effect which can yield to false results. On the other hands, the competitive 

format does not have a high-dose hook effect (Rey et al., 2017).   
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Table 1.4:  Lateral flow assays using aptamers (Jauset-Rubio et al., 2017). 

Target LOD Format Test line Control line Bio conjugate Ref. 

Aflatoxin B-1 0.32  Competitive assay SA Anti-Cy5 antibody _ Shim et al., 2014 

ATP 0.5 µM Sandwich assay SA-biotin-split aptamer 2 SA-biotin DNA probe AuNPs split aptamer 1 Zhu et al., 2016 

E. coli 0157;H7 10 CFU/Ml Strand displacement SA-biotin-DNA probe SA-biotin DNA probe AuNPs-DNA probe Wu et al., 215 

IgE 0.7 pM Sandwich assay Anti-IgE antibody Anti-M13 antibody Aptamer-phage Adhikari et al., 2015 

Ochratoxin A 4.7 nM Competitive SA-biotin-cDNA SA-biotin-poly T QD-aptamer Wang et al., 2011 

Ramos cells 4000 Ramos cells 

visual, 800 Ramos 

cells in strip 

Sandwich assay SA-biotin-TE02 aptamer SA-biotin-Control DNA AuNPs-aptamer Liu et al., 2009 

Thrombin 2.5 nM Sandwich assay    SA-biotin-aptamer SA-biotin-DNA 

complementary primary 

aptamer 

AuNPs-primary 

aptamer 

Xu et al., 2009 

Thrombin 0.25 nM Sandwich assay Anti-thrombin antibody SA-biotin-poly A AuNPs-DNA1/DNA 2-

AuNPs-aptamer 

Shen et al., 2013 

Vaspin 0.137 nM Sandwich assay SA-biotin-aptamer SA-biotin-DNA 

complementary aptamer 

AuNPs-aptamer Raston et al., 2017 

β-conglutin 55 pM Competitive assay β-conglutin SA-biotin-DNA 

complementary aptamer 

AuNPs-aptamer Jauset-Rubio et al., 2016  
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1.5 The aim of the study 

The of the study was to develop an aptamer-based LF strip detection of a diabetes biomarker 

at PoC device that is versatile, cost effective, rapid, portable and easy for use at the PoC will 

be developed. This research will focus on developing a LF test strip based on diabetes-

biomarker- specific aptamers. 

The specific objectives of this research are as follows: 

a) Characterize aptamers specific for T2DM biomarkers. 

b) Identify dual aptamers that bind to T2DM biomarker. 

c) Synthesize and characterize AuNPs for detection of T2DM biomarkers. 

d) Conjugate and characterize aptamer-AuNPs conjugate. 

e) Develop and characterize LF test strips. 
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CHAPTER 2:  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials 

Table 2.1: Reagents and their suppliers. 

Reagents/materials Suppliers Company location 

Absorbent pad Ahlstrom Helsinki, Finland 

40% Acrylamide Bis Solution (37: 5: 1) BioRad California. (United States of 

America) USA 

Ammonium Persulfate Merck (Pty) Ltd New Jersey, USA 

Boric acid Merck (Pty) Ltd New Jersey, USA 

Calcium chloride (CaCl2) Promega  Wisconsin, USA 

Carboxymethylated dextran surface 

(CM5) sensor chip 

GE Healthcare Illinois, USA 

Certified low range ultra-agarose BioRad California, USA 

DNA loading dye Thermo Fischer scientific Massachusetts, USA 

Disposable folded capillary cell Malvern  Worcestershire, UK 

Disposal polystyrene cuvette (10 mm) Malvern Worcestershire, UK 

EDTA Merck (Pty) Ltd New Jersey, USA 

Empigen detergent Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

Ethanolamine hydrochloride Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) -

carbodiimide (EDC) 

Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

GelRed  Biotium Inc. Barcelona, Spain 

Gold (III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4) Sigma-Aldrich Missouri, USA 

Gold sensor chips GE Healthcare  Illinois, USA 

Greiner 96 well plates Lasec Cape Town, SA 
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HF180 nitrocellulose Millipore Germany 

Immunoglobulin G (IgG) Sino Biologicals Beijing, China 

Magnesium Chloride (MgCl2) Promega  Wisconsin, USA 

Maleimide activated plate Thermo Fischer scientific Massachusetts, USA 

N-hydroxysuccinimide  (NHS) Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

O’GeneRuler® 100bp Plus DNA ladder Thermo Fischer scientific Massachusetts, USA 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

Polystyrene 96-well microtiter plate Th. Geyer GmbH & Co. KG  Renningen Germany 

Potassium Chloride (KCl)  Merck (Pty) Ltd New Jersey, USA 

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate 

(KH2PO4) 

Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

Qubit high-sensitivity assay Invitrogen California, USA 

Recombinant Human RBP4 (His-tag) Sino Biologicals Waltham, Massachusetts, USA 

Recombinant Human RBP4 AdipoGen Life Sciences San Diego, USA 

Retinol binding aptamer (RBA) 1-2  Integrated DNA Technologies Iowa, USA 

RBA-2/15’ mer poly-T spacer Biomers.net GmbH Ulm, Germany 

Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

Sodium Chloride (NaCl) Merck (Pty) Ltd New Jersey, USA 

SA poly-horseradish peroxidase (SA-poly 

HRP) 

Thermo Fischer Scientific Massachusetts, USA 

N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethane-1,2-diamine 

(TEMED)  

Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

Tris-base Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 
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Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane Merck (Pty) Ltd New Jersey, USA 

Tween-20 Sigma-Aldrich Co. Missouri, USA 

 

Table 2.2: Equipment’s and their suppliers. 

Equipment Suppliers Company  location 

Biacore 3000 Surface Plasmon 

Resonance (SPR) 

GE Health Illinois, USA 

Cary 100 Bio UV-visible 

spectrophotometer 

Agilent technologies California, USA 

Centrifuge 5417 R Eppendorf Hamburg, Germany 

Eppendorf Thermomixer comfort Eppendorf  Hamburg, Germany 

Field Emission TEM (Tecnai F20)   FEI Company Oregon, USA 

POLARstar Omega Plate reader BMG Labtech Ortenberg, Germany 

Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer   Invitrogen California, USA 

SpectraMax 340PC384 BioNova Scientific S.L California, USA 

UVP Trans-illuminator   Analytik Jena AG Jena, Germany 

Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS90 Malvern Worcestershire, UK 
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2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 In silico identification and selection of aptamers 

Aptamers against RPB4 protein were selected by Su Jin Lee in Man Bock Gu’s lab, using 

the Flu-Mag SELEX protocol (Lee el al., 2008). Out of 7 aptamer sequences which were 

reported, 4 aptamer sequences (RBA-1 – RBA-4) were chosen for further characterization 

in the current study. The aptamer sequences are highlighted in Table 2.3. These sequences 

were then sent to IDT for synthesis and two types of modifications (thiol on RBA-1 and 

biotin on RBA-1, RBA-2 and RBA-3) were introduced at the 5’ end. RBA-2/15 mer’ poly-

T sequence was sent to Biomers.net GmbH for synthesis and two modifications (biotin and 

thiol) were introduced at 5’ end, yielding two vials. 

Table 2.3:  ssDNA aptamer sequences. 

Aptamer ID Aptamer sequence Modification 

RBA-1 ATACCAGCTTATTCAATTACGGTGCGGAGGGGGAGGGTGGCGGGTTG

TGTCGGTGTGGAGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT 

5’ biotin 

RBA-2 ATACCAGCTTATTCAATTACAGTAGTGAGGGGTCCGTCGTGGGGTAGT

TGGGTCGTGGAGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT 

5’Thiol Modifier 

C6 S-S 

RBA-2/15' 

mer poly-T 

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTATACCAGCTTATTCAATTACAGTAGTGAGGGGTC

CGTCGTGGGGTAGTTGGGTCGTGGAGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT 

5’ biotin 

RBA-2/15’ 

mer poly-T 

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTATACCAGCTTATTCAATTACAGTAGTGAGGGGTC

CGTCGTGGGGTAGTTGGGTCGTGGAGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT 

5’Thiol Modifier 

C6 S-S 

RBA-3 ATACCAGCTTATTCAATTACGGTGTGGGCAGTCCAGTTCCAATGTTGG

GGTCGTGGGGAGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT 

5’ biotin 

RBA-4 ATACCAGCTTATTCAATTGGCGACGGACCTGTGATGTGTGTATGGCTC

ATAGGGGTGTAGATAGTAAGTGCAATCT 

5’ biotin 
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2.2.2 Characterization of RBA’s 

2.2.2.1 Secondary structure prediction of the selected aptamers 

M-fold web server was used to analyse and predict the secondary structure of the full-

length enriched RBA aptamers. Free-energy minimization was used to predict the 

secondary structures of the aptamers. The ionic conditions in the server were set as follows: 

138 mM NaCl2, 1.2 mM MgCl2, and a fixed temperature of 25 oC. Quadruplex- forming G-

Rich Sequence (QGRS) mapper was used to predict the possibility of the sequences to fold 

into a quadruplex structure. The default parameters were set with a maximum QGRS length 

of 30 nucleotides (nts), minimum G-group of 2 and loop size between 0-36 nt. 

2.2.2.2 Binding assay and determination of the dissociation constant 

a)  SPR analysis 

To investigate the binding interaction of the aptamers to RBP4 protein, four candidate 

aptamers were resuspended in Nuclease-free H2O to make final concentrations of 100 µM. 

The SPR experiments were performed as follows: 

SPR experiments were performed by Dr. Marketa Svobodová (Department of Chemical 

Engineering, Universitat Rovira i Virgili) using the BIAcore 3000 at the Centre for Omic 

Science (Reus, Spain). After insertion of the CM5 sensor chips, the sensor chips were primed 

using 1× SELEX buffer (100 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM 

CaCl2, 0.02% Tween-20, pH 7.6). This was followed by activating channel one on the sensor 

chip, using EDC/NHS buffer (35 μL of a 4:1 mixture of EDC (400 mM) and NHS (100 mM), 

at a flow rate of 5 µL/min. The human RBP4 recombinant protein was prepared in NaAc (10 

mM), at a final concentration of 200 µg/mL, and 50 µL was injected into channel two, at a 

flow rate of 5 µL/min. IgG (control) was prepared and injected in a similar manner, into 

channel three. Following immobilization of the proteins, any unreacted NHS esters were 

deactivated by injecting 35 µL of ethanolamine hydrochloride (1 M, pH 8). To remove the 

unbound proteins, the sensor chip surface was then regenerated three times, by injecting 35 

µL of NaCl/NaOH buffer (2 M/50 mM) at a flow rate of 5 µL/min. The sensor chip was then 

regenerated, three times, as previously described; and the baseline was allowed to stabilise by 

allowing the selection buffer to flow over the sensor chip for approximately 1-2 hrs. The 

RBA aptamer candidates were prepared as follows: RBA-1 (10 µM - 41 nM), RBA-2, RBA-3 
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and RBA-4 (1 µM - 15 µM), in a final volume of 100 µL of 1× SELEX buffer. Immediately 

thereafter, the RBA aptamers were injected, sequentially, at their respective concentrations into 

all the channels of the sensor chip, at a flow rate of 5 µL/min. The sensor chip was then 

regenerated, three times. The baseline was allowed to stabilise by allowing the selection buffer 

to flow over the sensor chip for approximately 1-2 hrs. SPR data analysis was performed using 

BIAevaluation software. 

b)  Electrophoresis mobility shift assay analysis 

Binding of the RBA aptamers (RBA-1 and RBA-2) to RBP4 was further analysed through a 

native gel electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA). The two aptamers were prepared in 1× 

SELEX buffer and conditioned for binding by heating at 95 °C followed by 10 min incubation at 

25 °C and the samples were left to cool for 15 min at 4 °C. Each folded RBA aptamer (1 µM) 

was incubated with 100 µg/mL of RBP4 protein in a total volume of 30 µL, at 25 °C for 30 min. 

After incubation, 10 µL of the samples were loaded onto a 10% non-denaturing polyacrylamide 

gel (composition of the gel is shown in Table 2.4). The gel was electrophesed in 1× Tris-Borate-

EDTA (TBE) buffer (89 mM Tris, 89 mM Boric acid and 2 mM EDTA) at 105 V for 1 h. The 

gels were stained with 3 µL of GelRed stain in 15 mL of 1× TBE buffer and incubated for 15 

min. The gel images were visualized and captured using the UVP Trans-illuminator. The 

experiment was repeated following the above protocol with slight modification: 500 nM of the 

RBA aptamers were incubated with increasing concentrations of RBP4 (12.5 - 500 µg/mL) in a 

total volume 20 µL, at 25 °C for 30 min. 

                          Table 2.4: Composition of 10% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel. 

Reagents Volume (mL) 

40% Acrylamide Bis Solution (37: 5: 1) 2.25 

5× TBE buffer 1.8 

Milli Q H2O 4.851 

10% Ammonium Persulfate 0.09 

TEMED 0.009 
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c) Enzyme Linked Aptamer Assay (ELAA) analysis 

To validate the results obtained from SPR and EMSA analysis, direct-ELAA was conducted 

by first immobilizing 50 µL/well of 20 µg/mL RBP4 protein in 50 mM carbonate-bicarbonate 

buffer (pH 9.0) in a polystyrene 96-well microtiter plate. The plate was then incubated for 30 

min at 25 oC. The buffer containing the unbound RBP4 protein was decanted and the plate 

was washed three times with 200 μL of washing buffer (1× PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 

pH 7.4). The wells were blocked with 200 µL of 5% skim milk powder in PBS-tween 20 pH 

7.4 for 30 min at 25 °C, followed by three more washes with 200 μL of washing buffer. A 

total of 50 μL of 100 nM biotinylated RBA-1 in 1× SELEX buffer was added to each well 

and the plate was incubated at 25 oC for 30 min. The buffer containing the unbound aptamer 

was decanted and the wells were washed three times with 200 μL of washing buffer. To each 

well 50 µL of 0.5:10000 dilutions of SA-poly HRP (1 mg/mL stock) was added, followed by 

an incubation at 25 °C for 30 min. The wells were then washed five times with 200 μL of 

washing buffer. Thereafter, 50 μL of TMB substrate solution was added to each well and 

incubated for 15 min at 25 °C, in the dark. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 

50 μL/well of 0.5 M H2SO4 and the optical density was measured at 450 nm using the 

SpectraMax 340PC384. The above experiment was followed for the biotinylated RBA-2/15 

mer’ poly-T. 

2.2.2.3 Identification of dual aptamers for RBP4 

a) Characterization of dual aptamers for RBP4 by SPR 

The duality of these aptamers were evaluated using a sandwich based SPR. The same 

equipment as described in Section 2.2.1.3 was used. After insertion of the Au sensor chips, 

the sensor chips were primed using KH2PO4 (1 M, pH 3.8). This was followed by activating 

channel one on the sensor chip, using EDC/NHS buffer (35 μL of a 4:1 mixture of EDC (400 

mM) and NHS (100 mM), at a flow rate of 5 µL/min. The thiolated RBA-2 aptamer, at a final 

concentration of 10 µM, was prepared in KH2PO4 (1 M, pH 3.8) and 50 µL was injected into 

channel two, at a flow rate of 5 µL/min. Following immobilization of the thiolated RBA-2, 

any excessive groups were deactivated by injecting 20 µL 10 mM of 6-mercapto-1-hexanol. 

To remove the unbound proteins, the sensor chip surface was then regenerated three times, by 

injecting 35 µL of NaCl/NaOH buffer (2 M/50 mM) at a flow rate of 5 µL/min. RBP4 protein 

was diluted in 1× SELEX buffer to a final concentration of 100 nM and injected for 6 min at 
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a flow rate of 10 µL/min. The baseline was allowed to stabilise by allowing the selection 

buffer to flow over the sensor chip for approximately 1-2 hrs. Subsequently, 50 µL of each 

aptamer (RBA-2, RBA-3 and RBA-3) at increasing concentrations (31.25 - 1000 nM), 

prepared in 1× SELEX buffer, were injected for 6 min at a flow rate of 5 μL/min. Thereafter, 

200 µg/mL of streptavidin was injected for 6 min at a flow rate of 5 µL/min. The sensor chip 

was then regenerated, three times, as previously described; and the baseline was allowed to 

stabilise by allowing the selection buffer to flow over the sensor chip for approximately 1-2 

hrs. SPR data analysis was performed using BIAevaluation software. 

b) Characterization of dual aptamers for RBP4 by ELAA  

To validate the results obtained from the sandwich-SPR analysis, an ELAA was conducted by 

washing the melaimide activated plate with 200 µL/well of washing buffer (1× PBS 

containing 0.05% Tween 20 pH 7.4). The wells were coated with 50 µL of 20 nM of thiolated 

aptamer in 1× PBS buffer and incubated at 25 oC, overnight. The buffer containing the 

unbound RBP4 was decanted and the plate was washed three times with 200 μL of washing 

buffer (1× PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 pH 7.4). The wells were blocked with 200 µL of 

5% skim milk powder in PBS-tween 20 (pH 7.4) for 30 min at 25 °C, followed by three more 

washes with 200 μL of washing buffer. A total of 50 µL of 100 µg/mL RBP4, made in 1× 

SELEX buffer, was added to each well and incubated at 25 °C for 30 min, followed by 

washing the wells three times with 200 µL of washing buffer. Then, 50 µL of different 

concentration (1 - 100 nM) of the 5’-biotinylated RBA (RBA-1, RBA-2 and RBA-3) in 1× 

SELEX buffer were added to the wells, and followed by incubation at 25 °C for 30 min. The 

buffer containing the unbound aptamer was decanted and the wells were washed three times 

with 200 μL of washing buffer. To each well, 50 µL of 0.5:10000 dilutions of SA-poly HRP 

(1 mg/mL stock) was added, followed by an incubation at 25 °C for 30 min. The wells were 

then washed five times with 200 μL of washing buffer. Thereafter, 50 μL of TMB substrate 

solution was added to each well and incubated for 15 min at 25 °C in the dark. The reaction 

was stopped by the addition of 50 μL/well of 0.5 M H2SO4 and the optical density was 

measured at 450 nm using the SpectraMax 340PC384.  
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2.2.3 Synthesis and characterization of AuNPs 

AuNPs were prepared by citrate reduction of HAuCl4 according to the previously reported 

protocol (Sibuyi et al., 2017). After the synthesis, characterizations were done with respect to 

the optical properties using the following techniques: 

2.2.3.1 UV-vis spectrophotometric analysis 

To measure the absorbance spectra, 100 µL of the AuNP sample was added in a flat bottom 

Greiner 96 well plate and the absorbance’s were measured using a POLARstar Omega 

microplate reader set to a wavelength (λ) range of 400 to 700 nm. The data was analyzed 

using Microsoft Excel. 

2.2.3.2 Hydrodynamic size, Polydispersity Index and Zeta Potential measurements 

The hydrodynamic size, polydispersity index (PDI) and zeta potential (ζ-potential) of the 

AuNPs were analyzed using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS90. To determine the 

hydrodynamic size and PDI, 1 mL of the AuNPs was placed into 10 mm o.d. square 

polystyrene cuvette and the content was analyzed at 25 °C using dynamic light scattering 

(DLS). For ζ-potential measurements, 0.7 mL of the AuNPs was transferred into a disposable 

folded capillary cell and then analyzed at a voltage of 4 mV at 25 °C. 

2.2.3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy and Energy dispersive x-ray analysis 

The AuNPs were centrifuged at 14000 rpm at 25 °C for 30 min, resuspended into 1 mL of 

deionized H2O (dH2O) and sent for Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis 

(Department of Physics, University of the Western Cape). The sample solution was prepared 

by drop-coating one drop of the sample solution onto a carbon coated copper/nickel grid. The 

sample solution was then dried under a xenon lamp for 10 min and analyzed by the High-

Resolution TEM. Transmission electron micrographs were collected using an FEI Tecnai G2 

20 field-emission gun (FEG) TEM, operated in bright field mode at an accelerating voltage of 

200 kV. Energy dispersive x-ray spectrum (EDX) was collected using an EDAX liquid 

nitrogen-cooled lithium doped silicon detector. The core diameter of the AuNPs was 

calculated by measuring the circumference of individual particles in the TEM micrographs 

using Image J software. 
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2.2.4 Functionalization of ssDNA aptamer probe to AuNPs 

2.2.4.1 Conjugation and characterization of the apt-AuNPs 

For conjugation, 5 µL of thiolated RBA-2 aptamer at different concentrations (25, 50, 75 and 

85 µM) was stabilized with 1 µL of 10 mM TCEP, and incubated for 1 hr at 25 oC, shaking at 

650 rpm. Following incubation, 0.5 mL of prepared AuNPs was added to the thiolated RBA-

2, in each tube and the mixture was left to incubate for 16 hrs at 25 oC, shaking at 650 rpm. 

Subsequently, the mixture was aged (by adding 10 µL for every 20 min) with 50 µL of 1 M 

NaCl and 5 µL of 500 mM Tris-acetate buffer (pH 8.2). The mixture was further incubated 

for 24 hrs under the same conditions. Thereafter, the apt-AuNPs conjugates were 

characterized by measuring the absorbance spectra, size, PDI and ζ-potential as previously 

described in Section 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2. The apt-AuNPs colour change was detected by 

visual observation. The unconjugated aptamers were removed by centrifuging the sample 

mixture at 10 000 rpm for 20 min at 4 oC and resuspending the pellet in 250 µL of dH2O 

(three times). The apt-AuNPs conjugates were concentrated by centrifuging using the above 

conditions and resuspended in 30 µL of dH2O. The apt-AuNPs conjugates were then 

characterized by the UV-vis spectrophotometer (as previously described in Section 2.2.3.1) 

and the concentration of the unconjugated aptamers for each sample was quantified using 

Qubit assay according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen, 2010).  

2.2.4.2 Conjugation and characterization of the apt-AuNPs (Large scale) 

For conjugation, 10 µL of 5’-thiolated RBA-2 aptamer (50 µM) was stabilized with 2 µL of 

10 mM TCEP, and incubated for 1 hr at 25 oC, shaking at 650 rpm. Following incubation, 1 

mL of prepared AuNPs was added to the thiolated RBA-2 and the mixture was left to 

incubate for 16 hrs at 25 oC, shaking at 650 rpm. Subsequently, the mixture was aged (by 

adding 10 µL for every 20 min) with 100 µL of 1 M NaCl and 10 µL of 500 mM Tris-acetate 

buffer (pH 8.2). The mixture was further incubated for 24 hrs under the same conditions. The 

unconjugated aptamers were removed by centrifuging the sample mixture at 10 000 rpm for 

20 min at 4 oC and resuspending the pellet in 250 µL of dH2O (three times). The apt-AuNPs 

conjugates were concentrated by centrifuging using the above conditions and resuspended in 

30 µL of dH2O. The experiment was done eight times and the 30 µL of the apt-AuNPs from 

each tube were combined to make a final volume of 240 µL. Thereafter, the apt-AuNPs 

conjugate was evaluated and characterised by the Cary 100 Bio UV-vis spectrophotometer 
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(scan from 200 nm to 800 nm) and by gel electrophoresis. The gel was performed using ultra 

low pure agarose gel (1%) in 1× TBE buffer and ran for 20 min at 120 V. The gel was stained 

with 3 µL of GelRed and the UVP Trans-illuminator and a camera phone were used to take 

images for analysis. The experiment was repeated using biotinylated RBA-2/15 mer’ poly-T.   

2.2.5 Preparation and evaluation of the LF test strips 

To prepare the lateral flow test strips, HF180 nitrocellulose membrane, and the absorbent pad 

(composed of cotton litter fibers grade 320) were used. The test line was prepared by drawing 

a line with a yellow micropipette tip containing 12 µL of a pre-incubated (15 min at 25 ºC) 

mixture of 1.7 mg/mL of streptavidin and 100 µM of the biotinylated RBA-1 in 1× PBS 

buffer. The control line was prepared by drawing a line with a yellow micropipette tip 

containing 12 µL of RBP4 (0.5 mg/mL) in 1× PBS buffer. Subsequently, the membrane was 

allowed to dry at 25 ºC for 1 hr, followed by blocking with 1% w/v skimmed milk powder 

and 0.1% v/v empigen detergent in PBS-Tween20 (pH 7.4) for 15 min. The membrane was 

left to dry overnight, at 25 ºC. The test strips were then cut into strips of 4 mm wide. Then, 5 

µL of the RBA-2-AuNPs prepared in Section 2.2.4.2, was mixed with 10 µL of 1× SELEX 

buffer. The mixture was incubated for 10 min at 25 ºC before being wicked onto the test strip. 

A Smartphone camera was used to take an image of the test strip. The experiment was repeated 

following the above protocol with slight modification: A) 2 mg/mL of the RBP4 protein was 

immobilized on the control line; B) the biotinylated poly-A aptamer was immobilized on the 

control line and 2 mg/ml of the RBP4 was immobilized on the test line. The thiolated RBA-

2/15’ mer poly-T was used for this experiment. 

2.2.6 Development of a colorimetric aptasensor  

2.2.6.1 Optimization of the aptamer and NaCl concentration 

For aptamer and NaCl concentration optimization, a total of 200 µL of different 

concentrations of the biotinylated RBA-2/15’ mer poly-T was added to 360 µL of AuNPs in 

different 1.5 mL tubes (final aptamer concentration: 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100 nM). The tubes 

were vortexed, followed by incubation at 25 ºC for 30 min. A total of 75 µL of the apt-

AuNPs was added to a 96-well microtiter plate, followed by the addition of different 

concentrations (0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 mM) of NaCl. The samples were incubated at 25 ºC 

for 5 min. The UV-vis spectra were measured using the SpectraMax 340PC384 and the 

absorption ratio A620/520 was calculated to determine the aggregation kinetics. 
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2.2.6.2 RBP4 detection based on colorimetric technique 

For this experiment, 450 μL of AuNPs and 225 μL of 100 nM biotinylated RBA-2 /15’ mer 

poly-T solution were added into a 1.5 mL tube, mixed and incubated at 25 ºC for 30 min. 

Subsequently, 75 µL of the apt-AuNPs was added into 1.5 mL tubes. Then, 25 μL of different 

concentrations of RBP4 protein (0, 7, 15, 31, 62, 125, 250 nM) were added into the apt-

AuNPs conjugate, mixed thoroughly, and incubated for another 15 min under the same 

conditions. The apt-AuNPs-RBP4 was transferred into their respective wells on a 96 well 

microtiter plate and 5 μL of 1 M NaCl solution was added to the wells. The absorbance of the 

above solutions at 520 nm and 600 nm were recorded using a SpectraMax 340PC384. The 

experiment was performed in duplicate and the average absorbance was calculated and used 

for the standard curve. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Secondary structure predictions of the selected aptamers 

The aptamer secondary structure prediction plays a vital role in binding to the target because 

different folds allow the aptamer to exploit various binding mechanisms. Aptamers assume 

their structures upon binding to their target through a “lock and key” mechanism whereby 

they organise themselves to fit to the target. This allows aptamers to bind to their target with 

a greater specificity and affinity (Gold et al., 1995, Eaton et al., 1995). For this reason, it is 

absolutely necessary to evaluate the secondary structures of the aptamers in order to have a 

better understanding of their versatility. This analysis was carried out using M-Fold mapper. 

The M-fold program predicted multiple secondary structured for RBA-1 (Appendix A); 

whereas, RBA-2, RBA-3 and RBA-4 had only one structure (Figure 3.1 and 3.2). However, 

only one predicted structure of RBA-1 will be reported in this study as it is assumed to be the 

most stable structure due to having the lowest minimum free energy. The predicted structures 

of all aptamers contained random region sequences and both the forward and reverse primers. 

The primer sequences are highlighted in colours whereby the green colour represent the 

forward and the blue colour represent the reverse primer. Looking closely at the predicted 

structures, it was apparent that both primers were involved in the formation of part of the 

stem-loop structures on RBA-1, RBA-3 and RBA-4, whereas, only the reverse primer was 

involved in the formation of part of a stem loop on RBA-2. Interestingly, RBA-1 showed to 

have a bulge composed of -CAG- at base 5-7 which is not observed on other aptamer 

structures (Figure 3.1). Furthermore, a stem-loop composed of -TAGTAAGTGCAA- was 

present at base 62-73 for all four predicted structures, which is a component of the reverse 

primer (highlighted by the red boxes). Although the primer regions are involved in the 

formation of the secondary structure, they are not expected to have recognition sites. 

However, these stem-loops may play an ancillary role in the binding of these aptamers to the 

target protein. 

The results in the present study indicated that RBA-1 and RBA-3 shared a conserved motif of 

-GTTG- at base 44-47; whereas, RBA-1 and RBA-2 shared a motif of -AGGGG- at base 26-

32. This provided a possibility of these aptamers binding to RBP4 with a higher affinity. Qin 

et al. (2013) previously reported that conserved motifs which are often located in stem-loop 

structures are most likely to be responsible for aptamer binding to the target. 
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The results further revealed that RBA-3 had the lowest minimum free energy (ΔG = -5.48 kJ 

mol-1). Therefore, this aptamer may be highly stable and may have a high binding affinity as 

compared to other aptamers. RBA-1 and RBA-4 had relatively similar structures; however, 

RBA-4 (ΔG = -4.35 kJ mol-1) had the second lowest minimum free energy while RBA-1 (ΔG 

= -2.37 kJ mol-1) had the highest minimum free energy. The minimum free energy of RBA-1 

was comparable with that of RBA-2 (ΔG = -2.84 kJ mol-1). despite having slightly different 

structures. Li et al. (2015) have isolated four ssDNA aptamers (Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5) of which 

the M-fold results revealed that all aptamers contained stem-loop structures, with Q4 

exhibiting the lowest minimum energy value of -25.14 kJ mol-1. 

Even though we have assumed that RBA-3 will bind to the RBP4 with a higher affinity, it 

was also possible that the non-binding domain may interfere with the interaction between the 

aptamer and target protein by formation of complex secondary structures, which in turn may 

inhibit the binding domain to fold into the desired confirmation for binding the target. In 

order, to validate the binding affinity and specificity of these aptamers, kinetic studies were 

used. 
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RBA-1          RBA-2 

Figure 3.1: Secondary structure prediction of RBA-1 (ΔG= -2.37 kJ mol-1) and RBA-2 (ΔG= -2.84 kJ mol-1) as predicted by the M-fold program. The ΔG 

represents the minimum free energy of each aptamer. The forward primer sequence (base 1-18) is shown by the green colour and the reverse primer (base 59-76) are 

shown by the blue colour. Common stem loops within each aptamer are depicted using red boxes.  
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 RBA-3          RBA-4 

Figure 3.2: Secondary structure prediction of RBA-3 (ΔG= -5.48 kJ mol-1) and RBA-4 (ΔG= -4.35 kJ mol-1) as predicted by the M-fold. The ΔG represents the 

minimum free energy of each aptamer. The forward primer sequence (base 1-18) is shown by the green colour and the reverse primer (base 59-76) are shown by the 

blue colour. Common stem loops within each aptamer are depicted using red boxes.  
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An alternative way of predicting secondary structure is by analyzing the G-quadruplex of the 

aptamers. G-quadruplexes are usually formed in the presence of a guanine-rich nucleotide 

sequence in a square planar array. Each G-quadruplex is then assigned a G-score which can 

be defined as the probability of the aptamer and the number of guanines present to form 

Quadruplex forming G-Rich Sequences (QGRS) (Viglasky and Hianik, 2013). For the 

present study, the predictions of the G-quadruplex secondary structures were made 

computationally using a QGRS Mapper.  

The results obtained in this analysis demonstrated that RBA-1, RBA-2 and RBA-3 were able 

to form G-quadruplexes with G-scores of 21, 18 and 3, respectively (Table 3.1). On the other 

hand, RBA-4 was not able to form the G-quadruplex structures; however, this was acceptable 

because not all aptamers are able to form/contain such structures. The number of bases 

responsible for forming G-quadruplex structure for RBA-1 was 14 nucleotide’s (nts), starting 

at position 31 on the sequence of 76 nts full length aptamer sequence. RBA-2 had 28 nts also 

starting at position 31; whereas, RBA-3 had 30 nts starting at position 21 of the full length 

aptamer sequence. Furthermore, RBA-1 and RBA-2 had the highest G-Scores of 21 and 18, 

respectively. This indicates that both aptamers had a higher number of guanines which are 

responsible for forming QGRS secondary structures. In addition, these aptamers were also 

stable. This is because the importance of G-quadruplexes lies in the stability of their 3D 

aptamer structure and in the improvement of electrostatic interactions to the positively 

charged binding sites on the ligands. This is mostly attributed to the fact that the negative 

charge density of G-quadruplexes is twice as high as that of linear DNA (Gatto et al., 2009). 

Using the same software, an independent study by Espiritu et al. (2018) identified three 

aptamers (AP65A1, AP65A3 and AP65A6) that had a G-score of more than 20, indicating a 

high probability of forming G-quadruplexes. 

   Table 3.1: G-quadruplex structure of the aptamer.  

Aptamer ID Position Length QGRS G-Score 

RBA-1 31 14 GGGAGGGTGGCGGG 21 

RBA-2 31 28 GGTCCGTCGTGGGGTAGTTGGGTCGTGG 18 

RBA-3 21 30 GGTGTGGGCAGTCCAGTTCCAATGTTGGGG 3 

RBA-4 0 0 N/A 0 
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3.2 Evaluation of the binding affinity of the selected aptamers 

Evaluating the kinetics of these aptamers allow the understanding of how rapidly the 

aptamers and RBP4 associate and also how soon the aptamer-RBP4 complex dissociates. It is 

well documented that the tighter the bond of the aptamer ligand, the lower the dissociation 

constant (KD) will be. Therefore, an ideal aptamer would have a fast association rate but a 

slow dissociation rate, resulting in an aptamer-ligand complex maintained for longer, 

subsequently leading to a lower equilibrium KD. In regards to the above statement, it is 

assumed that a low KD shows higher binding affinity (Stoltenburg et al., 2007). And since 

PoC tests are desired to be fast and accurate, low nM and pM values are preferred ranges 

which allows binding in seconds to minutes only (Svobodová et al., 2012).   

3.2.1 Binding of aptamers to RBP4 by SPR 

For this study, aptamer interactions were evaluated in real time using the Biacore 3000 SPR 

instrument. SPR is a phenomenon that happens on the surface of a metal film when the 

incident light is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence. The electron-plasmon oscillation 

generates the evanescent electromagnetic field that penetrates the metal film into the sample 

solution near the film. By fixing the light source and the metal film, the change in the angle 

of the reflected light is related only to the refractive index of the sample solution near the film 

(Homola, 2008). The resonance signal is related linearly to the analyte immobilized at a 

broad concentration range (Zhu et al., 2015, Drescher et al., 2009). 

The target protein (RBP4), was immobilized on the CM5 sensor chip, to allow for subsequent 

aptamer binding (Figure 3.3). Four channels were used in this study, the first channel was 

activated with EDC/NHS, the second channel was allotted for immobilization of the RBP4 

and the third channel was used as control (IgG) and the fourth channel was blocked with 

EDC/NHS. When the protein was immobilized on the chip, there was interaction between the 

His-tagged RBP4 via the amino group on the surface of the chip. The association followed a 

single exponential curvature until it reached equilibrium. When the surface of the chip 

became saturated, an association constant was observed. IgG was used as the counter protein; 

thus, it was immobilized in the same manner as above. After immobilization of the two 

proteins on the surface, the four aptamers were injected in their respective channels on the 

sensor chip to investigate their binding affinities. The aptamers were injected at different 
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concentrations, at a constant flow rate. The binding affinities of the aptamers to RBP4 were 

measured by the changes in the resonance unit.  

Figure 3.4 shows that the response units increased with the sampling time and reached the 

steady value at 700 s. According to the results, RBP4 bound to the aptamer with a fast 

association rate constant and the relative response return to the baseline at 450 s after sample 

injection. RBA-1 at 10 µM gave a response unit (RU) of 327, while RBA-2, RBA-3 and 

RBA-4 at 1 µM had a RU of 153, 147 and 91, respectively. The sensorgrams also indicated 

that the dissociation curve did not show any decrease; thus, indicating that there was a tighter 

binding of the aptamers to RBP4. 

The KD of the aptamers was estimated using the Langmuir 1:1 model, with a range of 

concentrations (10 - 40 nM). This model is the simplest and most widely used in literature 

(Chang et al., 2014; Kaur and Yung; 2012). The obtained sensorgrams showed specific shift 

at the beginning of association phase in majority of curves which complicated the fitting. 

This specific shift in the sensorgram may be attributed to the presence of 0.02% Tween which 

was part of the constituents in the binding buffer. Hence, for the calculation of KD, different 

selections for fitting (part of association and dissociation curve) were used and resulted in 

different KD values.  

Based on the selections used, a good fit to the Langmuir 1:1 model was obtained for RBA-1, 

RBA-3 and RBA-4, as demonstrated by the Chi2 (χ2) values (Table 3.2). The χ2 is a statistical 

measure of closeness of fit of experimental data to the theoretical model used to determine 

the KD. It describes how well the results agree with the curve-fitting of the model used. The 

χ2 values lower than the noise RU (in this case, ~ 20 RU), indicate a good fit. Therefore, for 

kinetic evaluations, the results were found to be within acceptable ranges of the relevant 

statistical measures (Gopinath, 2010). However, RBA-2 displayed a kinetic parameter that 

does not fit the Langmuir 1:1 model used for analysis. This is sometimes experienced as 

SPR-based kinetic evaluations can be affected by several factors such as the purity of 

reagents, the immobilization procedure and level, ligand activity, flow rate and analyte 

concentration range (Gopinath, 2010). However, the encountered problem could not be 

attributed to the above factors as the aptamers were injected over the same ligand surface 

using the same immobilization procedure. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that the 
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conditions in which the binding reactions took place were much suitable for the other three 

aptamers and may be unfavorable for RBA-2. 

The results further demonstrated that all four aptamers had a higher binding affinity for 

RBP4. RBA-1, RBA-2 and RBA-4 had KD values within a nM range and RBA-3 showed a 

KD value within a pM range; which are the preferred ranges for aptamer-protein interactions 

(Table 3.2). O’Sullivan and her team were able to select an aptamer that bind with a high 

affinity to Trichomonas vaginals Adhesion protein. This aptamer (AP65_A1) had a KD value 

of 56 nM and a χ2 value of 3.21 which indicated a good fit to the Langmuir 1:1 model 

(Espiritu et al., 2018).  

Interestingly, the present study has shown that RBA-2 exhibit a dissociation constant of 3.74 

nM which is much lower than that of the reported KD value of RBA-2 (KD = 0.2 ± 0.03 µM) 

by Lee et al. (2008). In the present study, RBA-2 showed higher affinity to RBP4 which may 

be attributed to the modification introduced at the 5’ end. It is common to see such 

differences in the binding affinities of aptamers free in solution and immobilized, as the 

immobilization process may obstruct the folding of the aptamer into its optimum 3D structure 

for target binding. This is often resolved by using spacers to extend the aptamer from the 

surface and facilitate its 3D formation optimum target binding (Espiritu et al., 2018). An 

independent study investigated how the immobilization orientation of the aptamers affects 

their functionality in SPR measurements. The study demonstrated that the immobilization of 

aptamer (PA#2/8) at its 5’ end resulted in low binding affinity to the target protein (Protein 

A). However, a high binding affinity of the aptamer to Protein A was observed with a 3’ end 

immobilized aptamer. This indicated that a free 5’ end of the aptamer was necessary for its 

correct folding as basis for formation of the binding complex with the target (Stoltenburg et 

al., 2015). In contrast to the study by Stolenburg et al. (2015), the present study showed that a 

5’ end immobilized aptamer resulted in high binding affinity of the aptamer to the target. 

Furthermore, to corroborate the statements made above regarding the binding affinities of 

these aptamers, the intrinsic relationship between the affinities and structures were 

investigated. Aptamers were compared with regards to their binding affinities and secondary 

structures. The results revealed that the aptamer (RBA-3) with the highest binding affinity 

had a complex structure with an extra stem-loop (Figure 3.1). This indicated that the 

closeness of the loops did not affect the binding affinity of this aptamer to the target. 
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Moreover, this aptamer had the lowest minimum free energy, indicating that it was more 

stable; hence, it was not surprising that it had a higher binding affinity to RBP4. Interestingly, 

despite a huge difference of minimum free energies between RBA-4 and other two aptamers 

(RBA-1 and RBA-2) and also their structures, there was no significant difference in their 

binding affinities. 

IgG was used as a control to conclusively confirm aptamer selectivity to the target protein. 

The results demonstrated that all the aptamers had a high binding affinity to RBP4 whilst 

having no interaction with IgG. This suggested that the aptamers used in this study were only 

specific to RBP4. A previous study used adiponectin, visfatin, bovine serum albumin and 

human serum albumin proteins as counter targets to evaluate the aptamers’ specificity. Their 

study revealed that RBA-1, RBA-3 and RBA-4 were not specific to RBP4; thus, they were 

not considered for further characterization (Lee et al., 2008). A second study by the same 

group also showed that RBA-2 was only specific to RBP4 (Lee et al., 2012); thus, making 

this aptamer a good candidate for downstream applications due to its specificity.  

Figure 3.3: Representative sensorgram for the coupling of RBP4 on an SPR sensor chip surface. 

RBP4 and IgG were immobilized using amine coupling chemistry. Activation of the sensor chip was 

achieved by injecting the EDC: NHS over the surface of the chip to activate the carboxyl groups of the 

ligand. Activated carboxyl groups which had no proteins bound were then blocked with ethanolamine. The 

surface was regenerated and unbound proteins were removed with 2 M NaCl + 50 mM NaOH. 
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Table 3.2: Affinity dissociation constant of the candidate aptamer by SPR. 

Aptamer ID KD Chi2 

RBA-1 3 nM 6.2 

RBA-2 3.74 nM 33.9 

RBA-3 2.52 pM 1.71 

RBA-4 3.65 nM 15.7 
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Figure 3.4: Measurement of the interaction of aptamers with RBP4 by SPR. Dissociation constants for the selected aptamers immobilized on a CM5 sensor chip 

were determined by SPR. Data are presented as real-time graphs of response units against time and were evaluated using BIAevaluation 3.0 software (Biacore). 

RBA-3 

RBA-1 
RBA-2 

RBA-3 RBA-4 
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3.2.2 Binding of aptamers to RBP4 by EMSA  

To further confirm the interaction of the protein and the selected aptamers, an electrophoretic 

mobility shift assay (EMSA) was employed. EMSA is a rapid and a sensitive method for the 

detection of protein-nucleic acid interactions. It is based on the principle that a nucleic acid 

bound to the target protein will migrate slower through a gel matrix than the free nucleic acid. 

This technique is used for qualitative purposes; however, under suitable conditions, it can 

also be employed to provide quantitative data for the determination of binding stoichiometry, 

affinities and kinetics (Hellman and Fried, 2007). 

For this study, RBA-1 and RBA-2 were selected to validate their interaction with RBP4. The 

selection of RBA-2 was based on the results published from a previous study which 

demonstrated RBA-2 was specific to RBP4 (Lee et al., 2008); whereas, the selection of was 

based on the secondary structure prediction analysis. As shown in Figure 3.5, there were 

bands appearing near the 75 bps band, which corresponds to the free aptamer. The migration 

of the band produced for RBA-1/RBP4 was much slower than the migration of the band 

produced for the free RBA-1. This suggested that RBA-1 was able to interact/bind with 

RBP4; thus, validating the results obtained from the SPR analysis. However, the same shift 

was not observed with RBA-2/RBP4. This could be attributed to rapid dissociation during 

electrophoresis which prevented detection of complexes or slow dissociation which resulted 

in underestimation of binding density. It was postulated that the His-tag modification on the 

target protein might also be preventing the aptamers from binding. In addition, the control 

(lane 6) had a band at around 200 bps which was also found in the protein/aptamer complex 

suggesting that the band could have found during the refolding of the aptamer.  

Based on the results from the previous experiment, a second experiment was performed with 

different concentrations of RBP4 incubated with a fixed concentration of the RBA-1. As 

shown in Figure 3.6, there were bands appearing near the 75 bps band which corresponded to 

the free RBA-1. There were also bands obtained on top of the wells which were associated 

with the aptamer/protein complex; however, the same effect was observed in lane 1 (RBA-1 

only); thus, suggesting that the bands were not due to the slow migration of the 

protein/aptamer complex. Therefore, the results obtained by EMSA analysis did not provide 

conclusive evidence of molecular interaction and must be done in combination with other 

methods. 
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Figure 3.5: Evaluation of RBP4 binding to RBA-1 and RBA-2 aptamers using EMSA. RBP4 was 

incubated in 100 mg/mL of aptamers for 30 min, the samples were electrophoresed in a native 

polyacrylamide gel. The red arrow (y) indicate the migration of the aptamer/protein complex, while the 

green arrow (x) indicate the migration of the free aptamers. 

  

Figure 3.6: Evaluation of RBP4 binding to RBA-1 aptamer using EMSA. RBP4 was incubated in 

different aptamer concentrations for 30 min, the samples were electrophoresed in a native polyacrylamide 

gel. The green arrow (x) indicate the migration of the free aptamers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L: 100 bp O’gene ruler 

2: RBA-1 

4: RBA-1 + RBP4 (100 µg/mL) 
6: RBA-2 

8: RBA-2 + RBP4 (100 µg/mL) 

L: 100 bp O’gene ruler 

1: RBA-1 

2: RBA-1 + RBP4 (100 µg/mL) 
3: RBA-1 + RBP4 (50 µg/mL) 
4: RBA-1 + RBP4 (25 µg/mL) 
5: RBA-1 + RBP4 (12.5 µg/mL) 
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3.2.3 Binding of aptamers to RBP4 by ELAA  

Due to the inconclusive results obtained using EMSA analysis, a direct enzyme linked 

aptamer assay was established to confirm the interaction between the two aptamers (RBA-1 

and RBA-2) with RBP4, respectively. ELAA is a fundamental tool of immunological, 

medical, and biochemical research. It is based on the principle of target-aptamer interactions 

in combination with photometric visualisation of the binding results and is typically 

performed in microtiter plates (Stoltenburg et al., 2016). The use of a plate-based ELAA is a 

generally rapid and a simple way to screen and characterize aptamer binding to protein 

targets.  

Figure 3.7: A shows that when RBA-1 was immobilized, a slight increase in the signal was 

observed; however, there was also a signal in the control which was attributed to the 

background signal. The results were inconclusive and indicated that there was no interaction 

between RBA-1 and RBP4. However, Figure 3.7: B shows that when RBA-2/15 mer’ poly-T 

was immobilized, an increased signal was obtained; and a negligible background signal was 

observed in the control (0 mg/mL). The results demonstrated that the RBA-2/15 mer’ poly-T 

was able to bind to RBP4. The enhanced affinity of this aptamer to the protein may be 

attributed to the poly-T modification introduced at the 5’ end. This is because the use of a 

spacer decreases steric hindrance resulting in a better folding and target recognition (Zhu et 

al., 2011).  

The results obtained by ELAA supported the results obtained by SPR analysis; however, the 

results demonstrated the use of spacers are required for ELAA. Using the same technique, 

Stoltenburg et al. (2016) evaluated the binding interaction between protein A aptamer and 

Staphylococcus aureus. Their study demonstrated that ELAA allowed a high affinity 

detection of Protein A by the aptamer as compared to other methods which were previously 

used for analysis and that the truncated 3′-biotinylated aptamer PA#2/8 showed the best 

binding features KD = 11.3 ±1.4 Nm. 
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Figure 3.7: Evaluation of target binding of aptamer (RBA-1 and RBA-2) using ELAA. Protein 

solution of 20 µg/mL was used for coating the microtiter plates. 100 nM of 5′-biotinylated RBA-1 and of 

5′-biotinylated RBA-2/15 mer’ poly-T were added for binding (A and B), respectively. The blank reaction 

(0 µg/mL) represents the control without any protein coating.  

3.3 Identification of dual aptamers 

We further investigated the possibility of having dual aptamers that bind to two different sites 

of RBP4. The first mention of dual aptamers that bound to distinct sites of human thrombin 

was reported in 1997 by Tasset and colleagues (Tasset et al., 1997). These thrombin dual 

aptamers have been used in several analytical techniques and diagnostic applications (Xu et 

al., 2009). The biggest advantage of having dual aptamers is an easy and broad modification 

of the capture and reporter aptamers in order to enhance the detection of target in sensing 

platforms (Raston and Gu, 2015). Herein, two assays (SPR and ELAA) were used to evaluate 

the possibility of having two aptamers that bind to RBP4 at two different sites. 

Due to the high specificity of RBA-2 as previously reported in Section 3.2, this aptamer was 

chosen as the capture aptamer. The SPR analysis showed that RBA-1 bound to RBA2- 

captured/immobilized RBP4 as indicated by an increase in the sensorgram. In contrast, there 

were no significant changes observed when RBA-3 and RBA-4 were injected into RBA2-

captured/immobilized RBP4 (Figure 3.8). The results indicated that there was an interaction 

of RBA-2 and RBA-1 with RBP4; thus, suggesting that these dual aptamers bind distinctively 

to different sites on RBP4 protein. However, the results also indicated that the aptamers-

RBP4 complex dissociate rapidly. In contrast, the lack of observed changes with RBA-3 and 

A B 
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RBA-4 suggested that they bind at the same site on RBP4 as RBA-2. However, it is possible 

that by reversing the immobilization and using RBA-3 and RBA-4, we could have found 

different interactions. Similarly, Ahmad Raston and Gu (2015), have successfully developed 

cognate dual aptamers for another diabetes biomarker (vaspin). Jauset Rubio et al. (2016) 

also reported on β-conglutin dual aptamers binding distinct sites. The SPR analysis in their 

study showed that two aptamers were able to bind to β-conglutin as indicated by an increase 

in the sensorgram when the full-length (β-CA I and β-CA II) were used.  

In order to validate the obtained results, evaluation of the dual aptamer was performed using 

an ELAA. Once again, RBA-2 was used as a capture probe and was immobilized on the 

plate. RBP4 was incubated with the aptamers and the unbound was removed by washing. 

Figure 3.9 shows that at 100 µg/ml RBP4 concentration, RBA-1 showed a concentration 

dependent increase in signal. This suggests that with an increasing concentration of RBP4; 

RBA-1 and RBA-2 bound to RBP4, again validating the results obtained using SPR. In 

contrast, incubation with RBA-3 and RBA-4 did not increase the signal, further proof that 

they bind to same site as RBA-2. Using a similar method, dual aptamers that bind to platelet-

derived growth factor B-chain homodimer (PDGF-BB) were conjugated to the surface of a 

green fluorescent ferritin nanoparticle (which functioned as a reporter aptamer) and the 

bottom of wells respectively for a sandwich ELISA. This aptamer-based ELISA was capable 

of detecting PDGF-BB at a concentration as low as 100 fM, with higher sensitivity than 

antibody-based ELISA due to the multivalency effect of aptamer-conjugated nanoparticles 

(Kim et al., 2011). Li et al. (2018) also identified dual aptamers that bind distinctively to 

rongalite using ELAA. The aptamers were further used in the development of a sandwich LF 

test strips. 

The results obtained in the current study supported that RBA-1 and RBA-2 indeed had 

different secondary structures (as shown by M-Fold) and that they bind at different sites of 

RBP4. Therefore, RBA-2 was selected as capture aptamer and RBA-1 as reporter aptamer for 

RBP4 detection in the development of the LF test strips.   
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Figure 3.8: Dual aptamer based sandwich assay by SPR: the binding assays were performed using 10 

µM thiol-RBA-2 as capture aptamer immobilized on gold sensor  chip.    

    

Figure 3.9: Dual aptamer based sandwich assay by ELAA: using 500 µM of thiol-RBA-2 immobilized 

on the plate, RBP4 (0 - 100 µg/mL) and 10 µM reporter aptamer (RBA-1, RBA-3 and RBA-4). 
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3.4 Synthesis and characterization of AuNPs 

Recent advances in nanotechnology have provided a depth of insight and new opportunities 

for the application of nanomaterials in biological analysis and disease diagnosis (Matsui et 

al., 2004; Saji et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2004). These nanomaterials are usually integrated in 

various parts of existing sensing platforms in order to offer innovative detection systems  

(Quesada-Gonza´lez and Merkoçi, 2017). Among these sensing nanomaterials, AuNPs have 

been mostly used in the development of colorimetric biosensors due to their unique optical 

properties, strong SPR and high extinction coefficient in the visible wavelength 

spectrum/range (He et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2005; Liu and Lu, 2004). In 

addition, they are highly stable and available in large quantities with controlled size and 

shape (Zhang et al., 2012). Hence, their application has remarkably increased the speed and 

success of PoC testing. For this experiment, AuNPs were synthesized by using citrate 

reduction method (Sibuyi et al., 2017) and characterized using UV-vis spectrophotometer, 

DLS, ζ-potential and TEM.  

3.4.1 UV-vis spectrometry of AuNPs  

UV-vis spectrometry is an important aspects of characterizing AuNPs. With increase in NPs 

size, the absorption spectra shift to longer wavelengths and the width of the adsorption 

spectra is related to the size distribution range. Generally, AuNPs display a single absorption 

spectrum between ranges of 510 - 550 nm with a bright ruby-red colour, which may vary 

depending on their size (Verma et al., 2014). In this study, the absorption maximum (λmax) 

was observed at 517 nm, which indicated that the AuNPs were approximately 14 nm in size 

(Figure 3.10). The AuNPs had an absorbance value of 1,084 OD, and a concentration of 6.94 

nM which is within the preferred concentration range for conjugation. The concentration of 

the AuNPs was calculated based on the formula: 

C=A450/ɛ450 

Where: C = concentration, A450 = absorbance at 450 nm, ɛ450 = molar extinction coefficient 

at 450 nm.  

Furthermore, the absorption spectra of the AuNPs was sharp, thus indicating that the AuNPs 

were uniform and stable. Similar findings were reported on AuNPs of variable sizes between 
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13-20 nm with λmax around 520 nm (Agnihotril and Bhide, 2012; Liu et al., 2010; Qadami et 

al., 2018).  

 

Figure 3.10: UV-vis spectrum of the citrate-capped AuNPs.  

3.4.2 DLS and PDI analysis of the AuNPs 

Hydrodynamic size of AuNPs was measured by DLS, which is one of the most preferred 

analytical methods for the characterization of AuNPs size. In the measurement, particles are 

exposed to a laser beam and the particles size is specified from the scattered light generated 

as a result, using the dependence of particles size on the spatial intensity and distribution 

pattern (Bhattacharjee, 2016) 

As shown in Figure 3.11, the AuNPs had an average hydrodynamic diameter of 16.82 nm, 

which could be due to the hydrodynamic capacity of H2O surrounding the AuNPs. About 

97.8% of the AuNPs were within 17,93 nm and only 2.2% were about 5077 nm in size. This 

indicated that most of the AuNPs were of a smaller size. The PDI of the AuNPs was found to 

be 0.228, which indicated that the AuNPs were mostly monodispersed.  
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Figure 3.11: Size distribution of the citrate-capped AuNPs determined by the Malvern Zetasizer. 

 

3.4.3 ζ-potential of the AuNPs 

In this experiment, ζ- potential of the AuNPs was measured. The term ζ- potential describes 

the electrostatic potential around the particle surface. NPs bearing a ζ- potential between -10 

mV and +10 mV are considered to be neutral, whereas NPs with a ζ- potential less than -30 

mV or greater +30 mV are considered as charged and more likely remain stable in the 

solution. This is because they will not aggregate and will repel each other due to their 

electrostatic forces around the charges. On the other hand, the NPs with a ζ- potential greater 

than -30 mV or less than +30 mV are considered unstable and will eventually aggregate due 

to Van Der Walls inter-particle attraction (Nanocomposix, 2012). 

The AuNPs showed a ζ- potential of -30.1 mV (Figure 3.12) which indicated that the AuNPs 

were highly stable and convenient for conjugation. The negative charge also indicated that 

the particle size was smaller than 100 nm, which was confirmed with the data obtained from 

UV-vis spectrophotometry and DLS. Other studies have reported synthesis of AuNPs with a 

ζ- potential of -43.2 mV (Lata et al., 2015) and -44 mV (Nara et al., 2010). 
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Figure 3.12: Zeta potential analysis of the citrate-capped AuNPs determined by the Malvern 

Zetasizer. 

3.4.4 TEM analysis of the AuNPs 

In order to confirm the results obtained, the AuNPs were further characterized by TEM. This 

technique is the most commonly used technique to determine the size, morphology, 

topography, composition and crystallography of the sample (Wang, 2001).  

TEM images showed that the AuNPs were mostly spherical in shape (Figure 3.13: A). The 

images further revealed that the AuNPs were relatively monodispersed, this is due to the 

negatively charged layer of citrate ions which makes them to repel each other (Verman et al., 

2014). The AuNPs dispersion showed no sign of aggregation. The core diameters of AuNPs 

were found to be 13.59 ± 3.04 nm which corroborate the results obtained from the UV-vis 

spectrophotometry (Figure 3.13 B). This data corroborates other published results of citrate-

capped AuNPs (cAuNPs) (Bai et al., 2015; Verma et al., 2014).  
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Figure 3.13: (A) TEM images of the citrate-capped AuNPs and (B) their size distribution. The 

magnification was at 10 nm. The core diameter of the AuNPs was calculated by measuring the 

circumference of 23 individual particles of the TEM images of AuNPs using the Image J software. 

3.4.5 EDX analysis of the AuNPs 

In order to validate the presence of Au in the NPs solutions, the energy dispersive x-ray 

spectra (EDX) of the AuNPs was carried. EDX is a techniques used to obtain the elemental 

and chemical composition of NPs. It relies on the unique atomic structure of each element. 

Therefore, the x-ray spectrum emitted by different atomic structures is clearly distinct 

between different elements (Rao and Biswas, 2009).  

The EDX spectrum of the AuNPs, in Figure 3.14 shows the presence of gold (Au), which 

was expected. However, there are other traces of other elements such copper (Cu), carbon (C) 

and oxygen (O). The presence of Cu and C was due to the holey carbon coated Ni/Cu grid 

that the AuNPs were placed on during the analysis whereas O may have been adsorbed onto 

the samples surfaces. The results are corroborated by Tejaswi et al. (2016) in which Au, Cu 

and O were also observed. 
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Figure 3.14: The chemical composition/EDX spectrum of the AuNPs. 

3.5 Functionalization of ssDNA aptamer probe to AuNPs 

3.5.1 Conjugation and characterization of apt-AuNP 

The multifunctional properties of AuNPs offer unique opportunities for their use in the 

development of various diagnostic methods and devices. AuNPs prepared via citrate 

reduction method show uniformity, stability and wider applications in immunoassays 

(Thobhani et al., 2010). Moreover, thiolated compounds (aptamers, antibodies, peptides) can 

adsorb onto the AuNPs due to the high affinity of gold for thiol; thus, enhancing their 

stability and functionality (Zhang et al., 2012). Therefore, in this study, RBA-2 which was 

modified with thiol at its 5’ end was used for conjugation to the AuNPs. To confirm that the 

thiolated aptamer probe conjugated to the AuNPs, samples were characterized using the UV-

vis spectrophotometry, Zetasizer and Qubit assay. Stability tests were also done to detect any 

colour changes after conjugation.  

3.5.1.1 UV-vis spectrometry of the apt-AuNPs 

The UV-vis spectrophotometry has been widely used to determine the absorption spectrum of 

AuNPs in order to indicate immobilization of aptamers or other biomolecules on the surface 

of the AuNPs. AuNPs exhibit a strong λmax in the visible region that can be used to determine 

whether modification of the NP surface has been successful (Philip, 2008). The colloidal SPR 

depends on several factors such as the size, solvent and surface modification, and is useful in 
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distinguishing AuNPs conjugates as well as to monitor adsorption of the ssDNA aptamers on 

the surface of the AuNPs. 

Figure 3.15 shows the UV-vis spectra of the AuNPs, and apt-AuNPs with and without NaCl. 

The red shift in optical properties of the apt-AuNPs conjugates indicated the adsorption of the 

aptamers on the surface of the AuNPs was successful. The λmax of AuNPs was obtained at 

517 nm and shifted to 522 nm for 25 µM, 519 nm for 50 µM, 518 nm for 75 µM, and to 525 

nm for 85µM upon conjugation. The red shift could be attributed to successful conjugation of 

the aptamers to the AuNPs; whereas, a small decrease in the peak intensity of the AuNPs can 

be attributed to the decrease in the interparticles distance as a result of conjugation (Liu and 

Lu, 2006, Qadami et al., 2018).  
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the UV-Vis spectra of the AuNPs, apt-AuNPs conjugate with and without NaCl as indicated by +NaCl and -NaCl, respectively. 

A: 25 µM aptamer concentration; B: 50 µM aptamer concentration; C: 75 µM aptamer concentration; D: 85 µM aptamer concentration. 

A C 

D B 
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3.5.1.2 Analysis of the stability of the apt-AuNPs conjugate 

Visual detection, in which the changes in the colour of the AuNPs can be directly observed 

by the eyes, has gained a wide attention and serves as a preliminary characterization which 

does not require using any expensive and complicated instruments. It helps researchers to 

explore the stability of the AuNPs under various concentrations of proteins or aptamers. It is 

mostly applied in colorimetric assays in the presence of a target molecule (Guan et al., 2014; 

Zhang et al., 2012). Hence, this technique was used in this study to analyze the stability of 

the apt-AuNPs conjugates. 

Figure 3.16, shows the obvious ruby-red to purple/blue colour change observed upon 

addition of NaCl in tube 1 (AuNPs). Addition of NaCl led to a slight colour change when 25 

µM aptamer was used. This indicated that the surface of AuNPs was not fully covered by 

aptamers, hence the addition of NaCl caused aggregation (Ou et al., 2010). In contrast, the 

colour of apt-AuNPs at 50 - 85 µM remained ruby-red which is the same colour as the 

AuNPs (tube 0). This indicated that the surface of the AuNPs was fully covered with 

aptamers via the thiol group. The absence of a color change at higher concentrations 

indicated that the apt-AuNPs were stable. Thus, the minimal aptamer concentration required 

to stabilize the AuNPs was 50 µM. The results are corroborated by the results obtained by 

Zhang et al. (2016) and Chen et al. (2015).  
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Figure 3.16: Colour change detection by naked eyes. Tube 0: AuNPs (-NaCl); Tube 1: 0 µM; Tube 2: 25 µM; Tube 3: 50 µM; Tube 4: 75 µM; Tube 5: 85 µM 

aptamer concentration and AuNPs (+NaCl). 

           0                                      1                                   2                             3                               4                            5           

-NaCl +NaCl  
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3.5.1.3 DLS, PDI and ζ-potential analyses of the apt-AuNPs 

DLS is able to monitor not only the core of NPs but also the surface modifications. Because 

adsorption of ssDNA probes onto AuNPs would cause an increase in the size of particles, 

DLS was used to evaluate adsorption by measuring sizes of the modified particles It is well 

established that, at a low surface coverage, the ssDNA probe lays flat on the surface, due to 

non-specific binding. However, as the surface coverage increases, the aptamers starts to adopt 

a more perpendicular conformation due to electrostatic repulsion between the aptamers and 

the AuNPs, which may lead to an increase in the hydrodynamic diameter (Liu and Liu, 2017). 

In this experiment, the hydrodynamic diameter of the AuNPs was 16.82 and conjugation of 

aptamers to AuNPs had no significant effect on the hydrodynamic diameter, ~ 18 nm (17.85 - 

18.42 nm) in the absence of NaCl. At 25 µM aptamer concentration, the hydrodynamic 

diameter of the AuNPs increased to 54.66 nm; for 50 - 85 µM, the hydrodynamic diameter 

increased upon the addition of salts to 31 nm (30.94 - 31.71 nm). The results further indicated 

that the optimal loading capacity of apt-AuNPs was at a concentration of 50 µM.  

The PDI results (Table 3.3) indicated that in the absence of NaCl, the AuNPs at all aptamer 

concentrations remained monodispersed. However, in the presence of NaCl, the PDI of the 

AuNPs at 0 and 25 µM increased to 0.378 and 0.44, respectively. This indicated that the 

AuNPs were polydispersed; whereas, the results for higher concentrations (50 - 85 µM) 

indicated that the AuNPs were still monodispersed with a PDI of 0.257 - 0.266. There were 

no major changes observed on the PDI (0.134 - 0.244) in the absence of NaCl. 

Addition of aptamers had no effect on the ζ-potential of conjugated AuNPs compared to 

control (Table 3.3). The ζ-potential increased from -30.31 to -20.93 after exposing the apt-

AuNPs to NaCl. These changes can be attributed to molecules attached to the AuNPs 

surfaces and could be used to predict how these AuNPs are going to behave when used in the 

LFA and also the shelf life of the LF. 
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Table 3.3: DLS, PDI and ζ-potential of the apt-AuNPs conjugate determined using the Zetasizer. 

 

[Aptamer] (µM) 

-NaCl +NaCl 

Z ave (nm) PDI Zeta pot. Z ave (nm) PDI Zeta pot. 

0 16.82 0.228 -30.31 658.2 0.378 -25.8 

25 17.89 0.244 -35.2 54.66 0.44 -22.8 

50 17.85 0.223 -28.9 30.94 0.266 -20.93 

75 18.04 0.221 -34.8 31.71 0.265 -22.2 

85 18.42 0.134 -29.6 31.70 0.257 -25.4 

 

3.5.1.4 UV-vis spectrometry of the apt-AuNPs 

The UV-vis spectrophotometry was used to check the absorption spectra after removing the 

unbound aptamers from the apt-AuNPs. The UV-vis spectra show (Figure 3.17) that the apt-

AuNPs at 50 - 85 µM in the presence of NaCl were stable while apt-AuNPs in the absence of 

NaCl were not stable. There SPR shifted to longer wavelength which resulted in a formation 

of a new peak between 600 - 700 nm, which indicated that there was aggregation (Zimbone et 

al., 2014). This results were further corroborated by the visible colour change from ruby-red 

to dark purple/blue (shown by photograph insert).  
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Figure 3.17: UV-vis  spectra of the apt-AuNPs  after  removing the unbound aptamers. The maroon colour represent the apt-AuNPs in the presence of 1 M 

NaC1 (+NaCl) and blue colour represent the apt-AuNPs  in the absence of NaCl (-NaCl). A: 25 µM aptamer concentration; B: 50 µM aptamer concentration; C: 75 

µM aptamer concentration; D: 85 µM aptamer concentration. 

D B 

A C 
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3.5.1.5 Quantification of ssDNA aptamer bound to AuNPs 

To determine the concentration of the aptamers bound to the AuNPs, a reliable quantification 

of the ssDNA aptamer is important. The amount of the ssDNA aptamer after conjugation may 

be very low due to insufficient breaking of the disulphide bonds by TCEP, therefore, a 

sensitive assay for quantification is needed. The Qubit high-sensitivity assay which is able to 

accurately detect as little as 50 pg/µL of the sample was used for quantification. Besides its 

specificity, this assay is more advantageous than the Nanodrop as common contaminants 

such as salts, free nucleotides, solvents, detergent or protein that may be present in the sample 

are tolerated in the assay. 

The results shown in Table 3.4 indicated that a reliable quantification of 25 µM was not 

possible. This could be attributed to the concentration not being sufficient to cover the whole 

surface of the AuNPs; thus, indicating that an increase in concentration is still needed. On the 

other hand, a reliable quantification of 14.6, 17.8 and 11.6 ng/mL were detected for 50, 75 

and 85 µM, respectively. Although the aptamer concentration in the conjugates was not 

directly quantified due to the quenching effect of AuNPs on the dye, the method used in this 

study support the results given by preliminary characterization and suggest that the aptamers 

at certain concentration were able to fully cover the surface of the AuNPs.  

       Table 3.4: Quantification of ssDNA by Qubit assay. 

[Apt] (µM) [Apt in H2O] (ng/mL) [Unbound apt] (ng/mL) [Bound apt] (ng/mL) 

25 10.4 Samples too low Not calculated 

50 20.7 14.6 6.1 

75 33.3 17.8 15.5 

85 36.4 11.6 24.8 
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3.5.2 Conjugation and characterizations of RBA-2 to AuNPs (Large scale) 

3.5.2.1 UV-vis spectrophotometry of the apt-AuNPs 

Conjugation of the RBA-2 aptamer to AuNPs was done in a large scale for use in the 

development of the LF test strips. Figure 3.18 shows the UV-vis spectra of the AuNPs, and 

apt-AuNPs conjugate. The λmax of AuNPs is obtained at 522 nm with a high symmetry and 

narrow width, which indicated that the prepared AuNPs were monodisperse and had narrow 

size distribution. The λmax of the AuNPs shifted to 525 nm upon conjugation with aptamers. 

The intensity of the apt-AuNPs conjugate peak was reduced compared with the unconjugated 

AuNPs peak. The red shift and the decrease in the peak intensity of the AuNPs may be 

attributed to the decrease in the interparticles distance as a result of apt-AuNPs conjugation 

(Aaryasomayajula el al., 2014). However, the results were inconclusive because the presence 

of aptamers was not further confirmed by a peak at 260 nm because the AuNPs also showed a 

peak at 260 nm. Similar data was observed when the biotinylated RBA-2/15 mer’ poly-T was 

used. 

 

Figure 3. 18: UV-vis analysis of AuNPs and apt-AuNPs conjugates. (A) citrated-capped AuNPs; (B) 50 

µM of the biotinylated-RBA-2 was conjugated to the AuNPs. 

3.5.2.2 Gel electrophoresis analysis of the apt-AuNPs 

Gel electrophoresis was also used to confirm successful conjugation of the aptamer to the 

AuNPs based on the mobility shift effect. As indicated in Figure 3.19, in lane 2, the 

unconjugated AuNPs did not migrate into the gel and formed a black precipitate immediately 

after mixing with the loading dye. In lane 3, a distinct band, which corresponded with the apt-

B 

A 
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AuNPs conjugates was observed. Lane 4 showed the aptamer band (arrow; at about 75 bp). 

The band was faint, which could be attributed to the low aptamer concentration used. There is 

a clear retardation in the apt-AuNPs migration along the gel (lane 3) compared to AuNPs 

alone. This can be attributed to both the increased size of the apt-AuNPs complex, as well as 

to each AuNPs bearing multiple copies of the aptamer. Furthermore, the colour of the AuNPs 

remained ruby-red, indicating that the AuNPs were still stable. Similar data was observed 

when the biotinylated RBA-2/15 mer’ poly-T was used. 

 

 

                        

Figure 3.19: Analysis of apt-AuNPs conjugation by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis.  Images were 

analyzed by (A) UVP Trans-illuminator and (B) visual observation. 1: 100 bp O’gene ruler; 2: AuNPs; 3: 

apt-AuNPs conjugate; 4: free aptamer (arrow). 

3.6 Development of the lateral flow test strips 

Previous studies have demonstrated the feasibility of developing strip biosensors based on 

aptamer-functionalized AuNPs for the detection of thrombin (Xu et al., 2009), ochratoxin A 

(Zhou et al., 2016) and vaspin (Raston et al., 2017). For the extended application of RBP4 

aptamers selected by Lee et al. (2008), we combined the high affinity, specificity, and 

stability of aptamers to develop an aptamer-based lateral flow test strips for rapid and 

sensitive detection of RBP4. 

For the preparation of the test line on the lateral flow test strips, streptavidin was set as a 

bridge, which can be immobilized on the nitrocellulose membrane by electrostatic adsorption 

and linked biotin-modified aptamer through the specific reaction of streptavidin and biotin. 

This was done to prevent nucleic acid from being washed away easily by the sample flow 

when sprayed onto the nitrocellulose membrane directly because they have no specific 

A      UV-Trans-illuminator             B Visual observation 

      
1       2      3     4      5     6     1      2      3     4     5     6 
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binding force to the nitrocellulose membrane. Then, RBP4 (0.5 mg/mL) prepared in PBS 

buffer was directly immobilized on the control line. When the apt-AuNPs conjugate mixture 

was wicked on the edge of the nitrocellulose membrane, it migrated through capillary action 

to interact with RBP4 on the control line.  

Based on the results on Figure 3.20, there was an appearance of a line on the control line 

which was observed within five min. The presence of a line was regarded as positive results; 

however, the intensity of the line was weak and decreased gradually until it disappeared after 

washing with the 1× SELEX buffer which indicated that there is no interaction between the 

aptamer and the protein. It was postulated that the negative results obtained may be due to 

low concentration of the RBP4; thus, the concentration was increased to 2 mg/mL and the test 

strips were prepared in the similar manner as before. Nevertheless, the results were still 

negative. This could be attributed to the protein being subjected to desorption upon direct 

immobilization on the LF test strips. The presence of His-tag modification on the protein 

might also be a key factor that resulted to negative results.  

Hence, a new experiment was performed with a new RBP4 protein (1.3 mg/mL) and thiolated 

RBA-2/15-mer poly-T. The use of spacers allows more space for the aptamers to fold into 

their active structure and therefore result in a higher ratio of functional aptamers. A biotin-

modified poly-A aptamer was immobilized on the control. The choice of using the biotin-

modified complementary poly-A aptamer was because the new set of aptamer incorporated a 

15 mer’ poly-T spacer.  

The results obtained in Figure 3.21 indicated that before wash, there was a band obtained at 

the test line and the unbound labelled reporter aptamer conjugate migrated along the 

nitrocellulose membrane and was captured at the control line by the biotinylated poly-A 

aptamer; whereas, other excessive solutions went to the absorption pad. The intensity of the 

colour at the control line corresponds to the amount of the unbound aptamer captured by the 

complementary aptamer. The band, which was initially obtained at the test line, had a weak 

intensity and gradually disappeared after washing with 1× SELEX buffer. 
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Figure 3.20: Detection of RBP4 (0.3 - 2 mg/mL) by the conventional LFA. RBP4 was immobilized on 

the control line and RBA-1 was immobilized on the test line.  

  

                                                

Figure 3.21: Detection of RBP4 (1.3 mg/mL) by the conventional LFA. RBP4 was immobilized on the 

test line and biotinylated poly-A aptamer was immobilized on the control line.  

 

 

 

Control line 

Test line 

Before wash   After wash 

Before wash After wash 

2 mg/mL 2 mg/mL 0.5 mg/mL 

Control line 

Test line 

0.5 mg/mL 

1.3 mg/mL 1.3 mg/mL 
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3.7 Development of a colorimetric aptasensor 

The present study further investigated the possibility of developing a colorimetric aptasensor 

for the detection of RBP4. This assay is based on colour change from ruby-red to blue/purple 

due to conformational change of aptamer in the presence of the target molecule, and the 

phenomenon of salt-induced AuNPs aggregation which could be monitored by eyes or UV-

vis spectrophotometer.  

3.7.1 Determination of the optimum concentration of NaCl and aptamer 

It is well known that AuNPs are highly reactive and aggregate easily in the presence of salts, 

so it is important to monitor the salt-induced AuNPs aggregation kinetics for the development 

of a colorimetric aptasensor. To optimize the performance of the developed assay, various 

conditions such as, RBA-2/15 mer’ poly-T and NaCl concentrations were investigated, as 

described in Section 2.2.6.1.  

Figure 3.22 indicate the photograph insert of the reaction conditions (A) and the absorbance 

ratio (A660/520) (B). It was apparent that the AuNPs with and without aptamers barely 

aggregated under 20 mM NaCl solution. The control AuNPs (without the aptamer) changed 

colour from ruby-red to purple/blue with an increased NaCl concentration (40 - 100 mM) and 

the percentage aggregation kinetics increased and reached saturation at 80 and 100 nM. Thus, 

the minimum required NaCl is 60 nM. The observation suggested that the Na+ and Cl-  ions 

destroyed the ionic environment and led to the aggregation of AuNPs in the absence of 

aptamers. Addition of 25 nM aptamer, partially protected the AuNPs; whereas, it can be seen 

that when the aptamer concentration were 50 - 100 nM, the protection efficiency against salt-

aggregation of AuNPs was excellent which was indicated by the ruby-red colour and a lower 

percentage aggregation kinetics.  
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Figure 3.22: Optimization of the biotinylated-aptamer and NaCl concentrations for the development of the aptasensor. (A) Photograph insert; (B) Absorbance 

ratio. Final aptamer concentrations: 0, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 nM; final NaCl concentrations: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 mM. 

A 
B 
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3.7.2 Sensitivity of the aptasensor for RBP4 detection 

The sensitivity of the colorimetric sensor for the detection of RBP4, under the optimized 

experimental conditions, was measured with different concentrations of RBP4 as described in 

Section 2.2.6.2. 

 Figure 3.23 shows that the colour of the AuNPs changed from ruby-red to purple/blue 

(insert) and the absorbance ratio (A600/A520) gradually increased with an increase of RBP4 

concentration. The results demonstrate that RBA-2 bound to RBP4; thus, detached from the 

AuNPs, leaving the AuNPs unprotected. In the presence of 60 mM NaCl, the AuNPs 

aggregated. The aggregation was confirmed by the red shift from 520 nm to 600 nm as 

indicated by Figure 3.23: A. The assay was reproducibly sensitive with a limit of detection 

of 45.32 nM (R2 = 0.9656) (Figure 3.23: B). The detection limits of the same protein 

obtained using ELAA and aptamer-based SPR analysis were 0.45 and 75 nM (Table 3.5), 

respectively (Lee et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2008). This indicated that the colorimetric 

aptasensor was more sensitive compared to the aptamer-based SPR; but, less sensitive as 

compared to the ELAA. The results in this study were obtained within 5 min. One of the 

major advantages of POCT is that it provides much faster access to test results, allowing for 

more rapid clinical decision making and more appropriate treatments and interventions. 

Moreover, the method required much smaller sample volume than those needed for testing in 

the central clinical laboratory. 
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Figure 3.23: Sensitivity analysis of the colorimetric aptasensor. A: Absorption spectra of apt-AuNPs solutions treated with different RBP4 concentrations. Inset: 

visual colour changes of the sensing solution treated with 0, 7.81, 15.63, 31.25, 62.5, 125, 250 nM RBP4. B: Standard curve for different absorbance intensity 

(A600/A520) corresponding to different concentrations of RBP4. Each data point represents the averaged results of four separate experiments, each with two 

replicates.

B 

Model: Sigma 4PL 

R square: 0.9656 

LOD: 45.32 nM 
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Table 3. 5: Comparison of the colorimetric aptasensor with other methods for RBP4 detection. 

Materials Method Limit of detection (nM) Ref. 

AuNPs and aptamer Colorimetric 45.32 Present study 

Aptamer and  antibodies ELAA 0.46 Lee et al. (2012) 

Aptamer SPR 75 Lee et al. (2008) 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION 

4.1 Conclusion 

The aim of the present study was to characterize RBP4 aptamers for the development of 

aptamer-based PoC diagnostic kit for diabetes. The aptamer were previously selected by Lee 

et al. (2008) and the sequences were analysed using bioinformatics tools in order to 

determine their secondary structures. The interactions of these aptamers with RBP4 was 

evaluated by SPR (Section 3.2). The secondary structures correlated with the findings of 

kinetic studies which revealed high binding affinities of aptamers to RBP4 and enhanced 

stability as denoted by the stem hairpin loops. Binding of the aptamers to RBP4 was in a 

low nM range for three aptamers and pM for one aptamers, which is the preferred range 

that allows binding in seconds to minutes only (Svobodová, et al., 2012).  The results were 

further validated by ELAA and EMSA; however, the EMSA results were inconclusive. Even 

though ELAA showed binding of the aptamers to RBP4, there should be more optimization 

steps for improving the results. Sandwich-SPR demonstrated that RBA-1 and RBA-2 bind to 

different sites on RBP4 and the results were validated by sandwich-ELAA.  

AuNPs were successfully synthesized and characterized. The AuNPs had an average size of 

14 nm and λmax of 517 nm; a PDI of 0.226 and ζ- potential of -30.31 mV. The latter indicated 

that the AuNPs were indeed stable. TEM analysis revealed that the AuNPs were 

monodispersed and spherical. All the characterizations indicate that AuNPs are negatively 

charged, stable and convenient for the functionalization with aptamers. Conjugation of the 

aptamers to the AuNPs was achieved and used for the development of lateral flow test strips. 

The development of the LF test strips was unsuccessful. Only one test strip showed positive 

results; however, the intensity was low and the results were not reproducible when different 

apt-AuNPs dilutions and also high concentrations of the RBP4 were used. Although, the LF 

test strips gave negative results, the present study has demonstrated the feasibility of 

developing an aptamer-based LFA for the detection of T2DM biomarker. Thus, further 

optimizations of different types of membranes, buffers, pH and target concentrations, are 

needed in order to obtain better resolutions and intensity on the test strips. The present study 

has successfully developed label-free aptasensor assay for RBP4 detection with a detection 

limit of 45.32 nM. The principle of such high sensitivity for RBP4 detection was based on the 

aggregation of AuNPs controlled by the salt induced and the special interactions between 
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RBA-2 and RBP4. The results indicated that the developed method had a relatively stable 

precision and satisfactory reproducibility. Therefore, the study has shown successful 

development of a simple yet effective colorimetric assay for RBP4 detection and the assay is 

not limited to this target, but also other targets with aptamers available without any special 

laborious instruments.  

4.2 Limitation of the study 

The present study has limitations that need to be addressed. The obtained sensorgrams 

showed specific shift at the beginning of association phase in majority of curves which 

complicated the fitting. The ELAA results for the identification of dual aptamers were not 

reproducible. The limitation factor was the newly ordered protein. Furthermore, the results 

obtained by EMSA analysis does not provide conclusive evidence of interaction, which may 

be due to the aptamers binding near the His-tag modification and or the incorrect gel 

percentage used. 

The size, PDI and ζ- potential of the apt-AuNPs analysis was not repeated because the 

AuNPs were no longer stable after 10 months’ storage. The development of LF test strips was 

not successful; perhaps, due to less concentration of the target protein, incorrect buffers and 

pH used. 

4.3. Future studies 

Future studies will include aptamer characterizations using different techniques such as a 

BLI and MST to validate the binding affinities of the aptamers and to identify dual 

aptamers. Different parameters such as different membranes, buffers, and target 

concentration will be optimized for the development of LF test strips. The stability of the 

AuNPs over a certain period will also be monitored in order to provide an insight on the 

shelf life of the LF test strips to be designed. 
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APPENDIX A: MULTIPLE SECONDARY STRUCTURES OF RBA-1 

            

Figure A.1: Secondary structure prediction of RBA-1: (2) (ΔG= -0.18 kJ mol-1) and (3) (ΔG= -0.06 kJ mol-1) as predicted by the M-fold program. The ΔG 

represents the minimum free energy of each aptamer. The forward primer sequence (base 1-18) is shown by the green colour and the reverse primer (base 59-76) are 

shown by the blue colour.  

Structure 2 Structure 3 
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Figure A.2: Secondary structure prediction of RBA-1: (4) (ΔG= -0.04 kJ mol-1) and (5) (ΔG= -0.43 kJ mol-1) as predicted by the M-fold program. The ΔG 

represents the minimum free energy of each aptamer. The forward primer sequence (base 1-18) is shown by the green colour and the reverse primer (base 59-76) are 

shown by the blue colour.  

Structure 4 Structure 5 
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Figure A.3:Secondary structure prediction of RBA-1: (5) (ΔG= -0.55 kJ mol-1) as predicted by the M-fold program. The ΔG represents the minimum free 

energy of each aptamer. The forward primer sequence (base 1-18) is shown by the green colour and the reverse primer (base 59-76) are shown by the blue colour.  

Structure 6 
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